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1. INTRODUCTION
In the framework of the current effort to enhance the safety of the Bohunice-V2 NPP,
the operating organization EBO conducted a plant-specific Level 1 PSA study as requested
by the regulatory authority of the Slovak Republic. The study which considers a spectrum
of internal initiators, internal fires and floods for full power operation was carried out by
plant staff and Slovak consulting organizations, VUJE in Trnava and RELKO in Bratislava.
The IAEA has been asked by the Government of Slovakia to organize an IPERS type
review of the PSA. The review which was conducted as a review workshop took place in
Piestany (a town close to the Bohunice NPP) during the period of 17 to 27 January 1995.
The review mission was supported by IAEA Technical Cooperation under the Regional
Project RER/9/035, "Support for Nuclear Safety in Central and Eastern Europe". The IPERS
review team consisted of 4 international PSA experts from Germany, Hungary, Spain and
the UK and the IAEA team leader. The responding team included the PSA team from the
plant (4 specialists) and members of the PSA team from the consulting organizations. In
addition, the regulatory body participated for the whole duration of the review by two of its
staff. Appendix A gives the agenda of the review meeting and Appendix B contains a list of
the participants. The review was performed according to the IAEA IPERS guidelines, Ref.
[1], and using the IAEA Level 1 procedure guide, Ref. [2] and other related PSA documents
of the IAEA.
The main report [3] of the PSA and the event tree documentation were translated into
English and made available to all IPERS team members in advance of the mission. Several
appendices, including data, fault trees, fire and flood analyses have also been translated into
English and made available to the IPERS team at the beginning of the mission. The whole
PSA model in English was available on PCs during the review.
The review was carried out as a team effort, identifying issues and asking questions in
any area that team members found important. Therefore the IPERS report should be
considered as a collective product of the whole team. To enable comprehensive coverage of
all aspects of the PSA project, individual IPERS team members were assigned the primary
responsibility for specific topical PSA areas. These were:
PSA management and organization - B. Tomic
Initiating event selection, grouping and determination of frequencies - B. Tomic
Determination of safety functions and success criteria - S. Czako
Accident sequence modeling - J. Munoz
Human performance modeling and HE (human error) data - J. Munoz
System modeling - J. Stewart
Modeling of I&C (instrumentation and control) and electrical systems - R.M. Zander
Plant damage states - J. Munoz
Common cause failure (CCF) analysis and CCF data - R.M. Zander
Component reliability data - B. Tomic
Accident sequence quantification - S. Czako
Results interpretation - J. Munoz
Documentation - all IPERS members in their areas of responsibility
Due to the short time available, fire and flood analyses were only briefly reviewed. The
following IPERS team members were responsible for theses areas:

Fire analysis - J. Stewart
Flood analysis - B. Tomic
1.1. OBJECTIVE OF THE REVIEW
The main objective of the review was to examine:
whether suitable and accepted methodologies and approaches were selected;
whether the methodologies and approaches were applied in an appropriate way;
whether the model sufficiently represents the design and the operational features of the
plant.
The purpose of the review was to identify potential shortcomings of the study and to
make recommendations to improve or extend the study if necessary.
One of the objectives of the PSA was to identify areas for safety improvements.
Therefore the review concentrated on issues which would be relevant to determine safety
related plant enhancements. In that respect, a sensitivity analysis using the Bohunice
computerized PSA model was performed during the mission.
1.2. SCOPE OF THE REVIEW
The review was based on the PSA documentation available and on intensive
communication with the PSA team. Additional reference documents were requested and
reviewed when the documentation in specific areas was found insufficient.
1.3. ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
The following Section 2 contains the overall conclusions, a summary of specific
conclusions for each topical area and a tabular overview of the issues and their importances.
Section 3 contains a detailed discussion of the findings in each of the 15 topical areas. All
the individual issues identified are listed in Appendix C, giving all the details. For every
issue, the identification of the problem, specific questions raised, the PSA team answer,
conclusions, and the resolution are given.

2. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
2.1. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The PSA project for the Bohunice NPP represents a significant effort by both the
consulting organizations and the plant staff. In general, the study is based on widely used and
accepted PSA methods and approaches, as for example documented in IAEA publications.
The reviewers believe that the general approach used is technically correct.
The reviewers believe that the objectives of the study have been fulfilled to a large
extent, and that the study can be considered a fair model of the design and operation of the
Bohunice-V2 NPP. All relevant initiators with an impact on the safety of the plant appear to

be considered. In general, system and sequence models (fault trees and event trees) were
found to be robust and practically no errors or deficiencies were identified in system
modelling. Sequence modelling was found to be broadly appropriate and, with a few minor
modifications, sufficiently representing the course of postulated accident scenarios at the
Bohunice-V2 plant.
Due to extensive use of plant specific data, and the active involvement of NPP staff,
the reviewers believe that the study represents a good basis for safety enhancements and that
the information contained in the study provides a good basis for various utility and regulatory
programmes. The IPERS reviewers also recommend the study be updated to reflect the
changes in systems and procedures which have been implemented recently.
Due to limitations in the scope of the study and, to a certain extent, due to the use of
simplifying approaches, the IPERS team identified a number of deficiencies. The final
results, in terms of core damage frequency appear to be adequate, but the spectrum of
contributors to the CDF and the dominant sequences might be influenced by the limitations
in scope and the simplifications used.
A clear limitation of the study is the lack of appropriate thermohydraulic analysis in
support of a more detailed consideration of the timing of accident sequences, of ATWS
sequences and of phenomena like SHIVER. SHIVER and ATWS contribute to the CDF, but
to what extent is at present unknown. Another significant issue, related to the methodology
is the treatment of human errors which is grossly oversimplified. It is felt that such an
approach might actually mask the importance of operator actions regarding the impact on
plant risk. The fact that the plant is still lacking modern symptom based operating procedures
is therefore not fully visible in the results. The reviewers believe that the results of the study
might be pessimistic because no recovery actions are at present included in the study.
Furthermore, to a smaller extent, the modeling approach for common cause failures might
be over-optimistic, obscuring the importance of these kind of dependencies. Dependencies
due to instrumentation and control and DC supplies could become more important than
presently shown.
The documentation of the PSA generally follows the format of documentation as used
in current PSA projects. However, the IPERS team felt that the documentation could be
improved, in particular to include the background information for the assumptions made. It
was recognized that the version of the PSA in Slovak language may be better documented
than the English version. Finally, the IPERS team felt that the system models could be
simplified without significant loss of essential information.
The general conclusion of the IPERS team is that the model is robust and representative
of the design and operation of the plant. However, the limitations found are suspected to
have an impact on the relative contributors to the risk. Before using the model to support
decision making on specific issues such as optimizing operational tasks or planning of
modifications at the component level, the recommendations made during the review should
be addressed.
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2.2. SPECIFIC FINDINGS
In the next paragraphs a summary of important specific issues and conclusions is given.
For more details the reader should refer to Chapter 3 of this document and to the individual
Issues as documented in Appendix D.
PSA management and organization
Management and organization of the PSA project were found appropriate and effective.
The IPERS team believes that the scope of the project should have been extended to include
the thermohydraulic analyses needed to support a more detailed consideration of SHIVER and
ATWS. It is also recommended that low power and shutdown operational modes be
considered in a L&SPSA (low power and shutdown PSA). The reviewers believe that the
methods selected are acceptable and that, in general, the team carrying out the study has
sufficient expertise in the required fields. The reviewers noticed that an additional effort in
the areas of human reliability analysis seems to be necessary. A QA programme was
established and applied, but it was not reviewed during this IPERS review.
Initiating event selection, grouping and determination of frequencies
The initiators were selected and their frequency estimated on the basis of a
comprehensive review of operating experience, other PSA studies and generic IE lists. Apart
from common cause initiators (CCIs), the selection appears complete. Therefore,
investigation of CCI was recommended by the reviewers. LOCA classes were selected on
the basis of the plant response and their frequency was determined using a complex modeling
which accounted for the specific length of piping, number of welds, etc. Some initiator
frequencies were derived from generic sources. It appears that this was done in an acceptable
manner, except for the frequency of LOOP (loss of offsite power) which the IPERS team
considered to be grossly over-optimistic. The grouping of initiators appears to be generally
correct, nevertheless, some comments were provided to fine tune the grouping approach.
Due to the limited information contained in the documentation, a thorough review of
all the sources of information was not possible during the review.
Determination of safety function and success criteria
It appeared that the success criteria and the associated top event descriptions are not
appropriately documented. A dependency matrix for front line, support and supply systems
should be established. Detailed thermohydraulic analyses are recommended to support the
success criteria and to assist in the post accident recovery modelling.
Event sequence modelling
In general the event trees provide a comprehensive logic structure for the PSA.
However, the modelling of the plant response is influenced by the limited availability of bestestimate thermohydraulic calculations to determine the boundary conditions for systems
operation and human actions during the different accident sequences. A number of peculiar
points were found that need improvement. For example, too much attention was given to the
manual scram of the reactor, even in situations when an automatic signal is expected to be
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generated after some delay. A few headings in the event trees were left out, in particular the
ones related to the trip of the HPIS.
Human reliability assessment
The human reliability analysis was conducted using a very simplified approach with
only two generic screening values. No detailed analysis was performed and the recovery
actions and the dependencies between human actions were not taken in consideration. As
human actions usually have a very important influence on the PSA results, a more detailed
human reliability analysis including dependencies and recovery actions is strongly
recommended. Particularly important are the systematic rules which should be followed for
the identification and modelling of the human actions in the PSA. Finally due to the lack of
symptom based emergency procedures, a very close interaction with the operation crews is
needed in order to model operator actions appropriately.
System analysis
The "small event tree - large fault tree" approach was adopted for the PSA. No house
events or bounding arguments were used for the fault trees, which resulted in a large number
of fault tree variants. The modelling logic of the fault trees and the transfers used appear to
be technically correct, although the use of this PSA for modelling plant modifications may
turn out to be a complex and time consuming process.
The PSA has adequately modelled the actual plant conditions with the exception of the
heating and ventilation systems which are not considered. It is suspected that heating and
ventilation could have a significant impact on systems and component operation and should
therefore be considered in the assessment. Apart from this, the fault trees appear to be
sufficiently detailed in general, however certain inconsistencies in the level of detail in
different trees were identified. The modelling of maintenance unavailabilities utilized data
based on actual plant experience, giving a realistic indication of its effects. A few significant
errors were identified in the system modelling which require correction. However, the
reviewers believe that these errors are isolated ones and that they do not indicate a general
quality or modelling problem.
The analysis of the I&C and the electrical systems was performed in an acceptable
manner. It appears that all the dependencies in these fields were included.
Plant damage states
Three different plant damage states were considered:
(1)

Core damage,

(2)

ATWS, and

(3)

SHIVER.

Partial core uncovery was not considered as a plant damage state. The reviewers
believe that, without best-estimate termohydraulic calculations, it should be considered as a
core damage state. ATWS and SHIVER sequences were not further analyzed. Part of the
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related sequences are suspected to end in core damage as a consequence. The reviewers
suggest that in detail analysis should be performed for these events to complete the
assessment of core damage which is the main concern in a Level 1 PSA.
Common cause failure analysis and CCF data
The CCF contributions were modelled in a simplified manner, by use of screening and
bounding techniques. The time and effort addressed to this topic appear significantly small
compared to other major topics within the PSA. Such approach may result in an
underestimation of the importance of CCFs.
Component reliability data
A considerable effort was spent on the development of a component reliability database.
The approach used to collect and evaluate the data appears to be appropriate and correct. The
reviewers recommend to extend the documentation, in particular the specific sources of the
data should be documented in a traceable way. A second comment relates to the database for
T&M (test and maintenance) unavailability, which in some cases, relies only on a two year
observation period. In general, the reviewers appreciate the work done in the area of
component reliability data collection and evaluation.
Accident sequence quantification
The RISK SPECTRUM software package was used for the evaluation and quantification
of the model. The event sequences were grouped into seven different consequence categories
for the quantification. It is recommended that the sensitivity and importance analyses are
extended to include evaluation for selected key parameters. At present the model only
calculates point estimates, this should be extended to include component level uncertainties.
The analysis should then be extended to investigate system, sequence and cut set
uncertainties.
Documentation
The documentation of the PSA study is not always self supporting and would require
improvement. It was for instance difficult to trace some of the underlying assumptions,
because the amount of background information given in the reports was limited. A detailed
documentation of the overall PSA is necessary for the correct assessment itself, and for the
use of the study. The IPERS team recognized that the original version which has been
prepared in Slovak language may be better than the English one.
Interpretation of results
The results and conclusions of the study are presented in the last chapter of the main
report. The information in that chapter is quite short and it is recommended to extend it. At
least the results of the sensitivity and importance analysis performed, a greater number of
cutsets for the final core damage equation and lists of the minimal cutset for the dominant
accident sequences should be included.
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Analysis of internal fires
The scope of the analysis for internal fires appears to be limited, notably it excludes
consequential LOCAs and it does not consider the potential for fire spreading. The analysis
has been based on Czechoslovakian Standard CSN 73 0804. The applicability of this standard
to the nuclear environment may need further justification.
The quantification of the initiating fire frequencies was carried out in a manner which
was thought to be conservative, not taking into account any fire detection and suppression
features that may exist at the plant, or the actual potential ignition sources within the given
zones. This may be acceptable for providing a first estimate of the fire risk, however care
should be taken in using the PSA for decision making, for example regarding consideration
of further fire mitigation features.
Within the bounds of the scope and assumptions adopted, the modelling of the fires
appears to be technically correct.
Flood analysis
Only a cursory review was carried out for the internal flood analysis. It appears that
a systematic identification has been made for flood sources and affected components through
the review of documentation and multiple plant walkdowns. Determination of flood initiating
frequencies used generic data. Because of the available redundancies and separation, it
appears that the effects of floods on safety functions are minimal. There also seems to be
little impact of floods on operational equipment, and the estimated CDF caused by floods is
therefore small. The reviewers questioned the assessment of the impact of sprays on
equipment, in particular electrical cabinets. Another issue is the impact of steam which may
disable equipment in the vicinity of a break. This was not analyzed, and such sequence
involving the break of FW header was found to be dominant in the Paks PSA.

2.3. CLASSIFICATION OF ISSUES
During the review of the Bohunice-V2 PSA about 100 issues in different 27 PSA fields
were written. A full listing of individual issues is provided in Appendix D. A number of
issues have been already resolved during the review. The remaining ones are classified into
3 categories depending on their importance for the final results.
The following tables give the issues categorized according to their importance and
priority. Issues with Priority 1 are the ones which are believed to have significant
implications for the overall PSA results. Accordingly the impact of issues having Priorities
2 and 3 is less significant. However, even these issues may contain important suggestions for
the PSA project.
The issues with Priority 1 (significant implications for the PSA results) are given in Table
1 below.
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TABLE 1 - Priority 1 Issues

PSA Task

Topic

Issue No.

ACM

14,7 m room modelling (FW, Steam pipes)

JH-004

A13

Special transients - common cause initiators

BT-001

AH

ISLOCA, reactor power reduction modelling

JM-003

A15, A16

Time requirements for the heading events

JM-013

A15, A16

HPIS stop on SGTR

JM-019

A15, A16

Injection and recirculation mode

SC-010

A18, A29

Main feedwater header break, feedwater line break outside
containment

SC-001

A18, A29

Main steam header break, steam line break outside containment

SC-002

A19

Ventilation system failure and impact on component failures

JS-025

A19, A20

Secondary side modelling, human performance analysis

SC-015

A20

Post accident human errors - completeness

JM-007

A20

Acceptability of HRA - approach (screening)

JM-006

A20

HRA modeling

SC-012

A20

Detailed analysis and recovery action

JM-012

A20, A26

Dependencies - human actions

JM-011

A21

Dependency matrix

BT-007

A21

Battery dependent supply

RMZ-016

A25a

Battery supply

RMZ004

A25b

CCF beta factor approach - values used

RMZ-001

A26

Unique screening value for HRA

JM-009

A30, A25a

Uncertainty analysis, reliability data

SC-007

A31

Importance and sensitivity analysis

SC-008

A35

Fire loading

JS-O15

A35

Fire initiation frequency

JS-016

A35

Fire initiated spurious initiation - not modelled

JS-O18

A35

Fire impact on cables and MOVs - not modelled

JS-O19

A35

Fire spreading via HVAC - not considered

JS-021
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The issues in Category 2 (moderate impact on the overall results) are as follows:

TABLE 2 - Priority 2 Issues

PSA Task

Topic

Issue No.

A12

Partial core uncovery

JM-017

A13

Basis for selection of IEs

BT-002

A14

Impact of AZ-2 signal to CDF

JH-003

A15

SGs success criteria, typos

SC-009

A15

Exhausting water for HPIS

JM-018

A15

Averting the reactor vessel nozzle rupture

SC-003

A15

Stuck open SG relief valves

SC-017

A15, A16

High head SI termination

JM-014

A15, A16

Core flooding function at small and medium LOCAs

SC-004

A15, A18

Coolant losses compensation model

SC-011

A15, A18

Use of EFW for RHR function

JM-002

A16, A18

Primary inventory in LMF ETs

JM-005

A17

Basis for grouping of IEs

BT-003

A19

SWS head tanks

JS-OO1

A19

SWS valves failure mode (normally open)

JS-OO3

A19

Modelling of signals - inconsistency

JS-O11

A19

LOCA isolation sequence

JS-O13

A20

Modelling of pre-accident human actions

JM-008

A21, A25b

Environmental qualification of instruments

RMZ-002

A21, A26

RPS model: results of calculations

RMZ-010

A24, A18

IE frequency, LOOP modelling

RMZ-014

A25b

Plant experience - CCF

RMZ-003

A25b

CCF for identical components in non redundant systems

RMZ-006

A25b

Relay CCF

RMZ-005

A25b

Bistable CCF

RMZ-007

A32

Documentation

BT-006

A33

HRA documentation

JM-010

Fire

Justification of fire formula

JS-O23

Flood

Flood analysis: various issues

BT-009
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The issues of Category 3 (some impact on results, but mostly regarding clarification,
documentation improvements etc.) are as follows:

TABLE 3 - Priority 3 Issues

PSA Task

Topic

Issue No.

A02

Aircraft crash analysis as a part of external events

JH-002

A08

QA for the study

JH-001

A09

Boundary conditions of PSA

SC-006

A12, A18

General assumptions 1&3, F&B sequences

JM-004

A12, A19

CDF value

JM-015

A12, A16

Headings previous to reactor trip

JM-016

A14, A15

Heat exchanger airlock problem

SC-016

A15

Secondary side heat removal, opening/closing valves

JM-001

A19

SWS valves failure mode (remain open)

JS-002

A19

Inconsistency in modelling of valves

JS-OO5

A19

SWS modelling - circular logic

JS-006

A19

HPIS testing

JS-009

A19

Modelling of HPIS following SLOCA

JS-014

A19

Modeling of T&M unavailabilities

JS-017

A19

Secondary side steam dump modelling

JS-022

A21

Error in a fault tree

RMZ-009

A21

RPS HO-2 success criteria

RMZ-011

A21

Bistable missing in DG start modelling

RMZ-015

A24

Basis for frequency estimation of IEs

BT-004

A25

Reliability data sources

BT-005

A28

Initial quantification of the accident sequences

SC-013

A29

Final quantification of the accident sequences

SC-O14

A35

Fire in MCR

JS-020

Some of the issues were resolved during the IPERS review. These issues were mostly
dealing with additional clarification and explanation. The list of resolved issues is given
below.
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TABLE 4 - Resolved Issues

PSA Task

Topic

A13,A15,A18

Small LOCA, ECCS not initiated IE

SC-005

A19

SWS model passive failures

JS-004

A19

No modelling of air compressor system

JS-OO7

A19

Inadequate modelling of HPIS AOVs

JS-OO8

A19

Maintenance of electrical supplies

JS-O1O

A19

EFWS flow control

JS-O12

A21

RPS FT contains an unknown component

RMZ-008

A21

Withdrawn

RMZ-012

A21

RPS test unavailability

RMZ-013

A35

Additional fire initiators

JS-024

A36

Flood through ventilation

BT-008

Issue No.

3. DETAILED FINDINGS
3.1. PSA MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION
The Bohunice-V2 NPP PSA project was carried out by the plant operator to support
the current effort to enhance the safety of the plant. The reference plant selected for the PSA
was Unit 3 and the status of the unit was frozen on 30 September 1993. The project was
performed in a 14 month period between September 1993 and December 1994. The work
was performed by VUJE of Trnava and RELKO of Bratislava. The project was managed by
VUJE supported by plant staff mainly from the PSA unit which belongs to the safety
department of the NPP.
Definition of objectives and related findings
The objectives of the study are acceptable and generally in line with objectives of other
current PSA projects. In general it appears that the given objectives of the project have been
accomplished. Initiators were defined, ET/FTs developed, the core damage frequency was
calculated and accident sequences with highest contributions were identified. However, only
10 dominant sequences were presented in the final report. It was stated that the supporting
documentation (which was in Slovak and therefore not evaluated) contains much more details
regarding the results, including a larger number of dominant cut-sets. Importances identified
in the supporting report No. 7 [10] are of limited value because of the ways the common
cause failures were treated.
The reviewers believe that due to still open issues in modeling currently identified
possibilities for operational safety improvements are not necessarily the most important ones.
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The IPERS team has concluded that the identification of operational safety improvements
should be done in a more comprehensive way and it is recommended to revisit this issue after
the necessary modifications have been included in the model. In particular, a comprehensive
HRA would highlight the problem of the limited availability of emergency operating
procedures.
The general approach to the study is such that it will support the envisaged living PSA
project. In that respect the objectives appear to be fulfilled.
Definition of the scope and related findings
The study covered internal initiators, internal fires and floods and considers full power
operational conditions. The study included a limited HRA and recovery actions were not
considered. The mission time considered throughout was 24 hours. No additional, dedicated
thermohydraulic analyses were carried out within the scope of the study. The study is to a
large extent based on plant specific data. The data collection and evaluation process was part
of the study.
The scope of the study is in line with the one for other studies for similar NPPs in the
region. However, the reviewers believe that for important phenomena like SHIVER and
ATWS thermohydraulic analyses to clarify these issues should have been carried out within
the scope of this study. These issues need to be addressed with high priority.
Other issues like analysis of shutdown and low power operating modes and analysis of
containment behavior are missing from the scope and should be addressed in the future.
The regulatory body representative who participated in the review as an observer
pointed out that aircraft crash analysis is requested by the regulatory body to be considered
within the scope of the PSA. Aircraft crash is being investigated as a part of the external
events analysis at many places. However, none of the studies for WWER type reactors
completed so far includes aircraft crash analysis.
A specific issue which can be seen as part of the definition of the scope of the study
are secondary impacts of high energy pipe breaks such as steam jets or pipe whip. In the
Paks PSA the dominant accident sequence is the MFW header rupture and inoperability of
AFW and EFW valves located in the Room 425. The analysis of pipe whip is not within the
scope of the Bohunice PSA, and the steam impact was not addressed in the flood analysis.
The probability of this sequence in the Paks PSA contributes about 80% to the CDF, and
therefore the IPERS reviewer recommends that due attention be given to these effects.
Project management and related findings
The project was managed by VUJE, and was carried out by staff from VUJE and staff
of the consultant company RELKO. Each organization had specified tasks to perform. It
appears that there was sufficient communication between the two consulting organizations at
different levels.
The plant staff was involved in the project in an advisory role. Although it seems that
there was no procedure which covered involvement of the plant staff it appears that at least
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the leading PSA expert from the plant (Mr. I. Pnacek) followed performance of the study in
a very detailed way.
Although one may wish to have a broader involvement of plant staff in the PSA
project, project management was found by the reviewers to be appropriate in general.
Selection of methods and related findings
Standard PSA methodology was selected for the PSA. The approaches used for fire and
flood analysis appear to be reasonable. For describing CCFs the beta-factor model was used,
a model which is common to many PSA projects.
For the human reliability analysis the study is restricted to a very simplified screening
type approach. However, even for a screening approach it is common practice that a
procedure is applied to classify human actions in accordance with certain characteristics and
to quantify them accordingly. Such sophistication was not used in the study.
The IPERS team could not identify any specific procedures which were developed for
this project. As a methodology guide, the IAEA PSA procedure guides were used.
Team selection and training and related findings
PSA team members who were present during the IPERS missions and answered to the
IPERS comments are knowledgeable and experienced PSA analysts. The distribution of
expertise in the team appears acceptable with a visible lack of an experienced HRA analyst.
No specific training has been provided for this project. However, all team members
received training mainly through the IAEA sponsored courses in the past. Additionally,
experience in PSA was gained through participation in the PSA for the Bohunice-Vl NPP
in the period between 1992 and 1993. Most of the team members participated in that study.
Funding and scheduling and related findings
The overall schedule appears to be short for a complex PSA project, and the overall
manhours are on the low side for such a project. Due to comprehensive data collection and
analysis a disproportionate time may have been spent on data.
QA program and interactive peer reviews
The QA program is said to exist at RELKO and at VUJE and the project leaders
confirmed that it was used in the project. The IPERS team could not confirm this. However,
the relatively small number of mistakes found in the fault trees indicates that QA appears to
have been effective in the project.
An interactive review of the models was performed by plant PSA experts. About 5
pages of comments were generated. As there is no procedure governing the interactive
review, the IPERS team could not audit the work.
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Familiarization with the plant and information gathering
During the performance of the study the PSA team regularly visited the plant. Topical
walkdowns were performed as part of fire and flood analysis.
It was stated that all available documentation regarding safety analysis (LOCAs and
transients), system descriptions and operational experience has been collected. The plant
information collection process appears to be comprehensive, although the IPERS could not
perform an audit on all the documentation which was utilized for the PSA project. Most of
the PSA team members have many years of experience with safety analysis of the plant.
Identification of the sources of radioactivity
The reactor core was considered as the only source of radioactivity which appears
acceptable for the reviewers.
Determination of operating states
As commented before the scope of the study was limited to full power operation. While
this approach was adopted by many other PSAs, many current studies are being extended to
include low power and shutdown operating modes.

3.2. INITIATING EVENTS SELECTION, GROUPING AND DETERMINATION OF
FREQUENCIES
Selection of initiators
The selection of initiating events (IEs) for the Bohunice-V2 PSA was done on the basis
of operating experience, various generic IE lists, and other sources of information like the
IAEA guides and other PSA studies. A total of 12 LOCAs and 34 transients were selected.
The operational experience evaluated covers the whole operating period of the Units
3 and 4 of the Bohunice NPP. Several hundred events were compiled from various sources
at the plant. All the reactor scram events were classified in 17 categories. Other initiators
were based either on generic lists or on systematic evaluation of operating features of the
plant.
During the review of the documentation several issues were written regarding the
selection of IEs, mostly related to the completeness of the IE lists and regarding the
justification for not considering further selected primary initiators. The reviewer was mainly
concerned about CCIs (common cause initiators) which appeared to have been discarded
during the selection process. The explanations given by the PSA team clarified several issues
and provided justification for not including specific initiating events. The justification was
accepted by the reviewers in most cases. Most of the problems were caused by the limited
documentation of the selection process. It is suggested that a complete description is included
in the report giving the justification for the treatment of each of the primary IEs (also for
those which were discarded during the process).
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The current list of initiators is shorter than the one for the Paks PSA. The Bohunice
PSA excludes several CCIs and has a coarser division of LOCA categories (there are
however more categories than in the Dukovany PSA). The reviewer is convinced that the
assessment of common cause initiators should be extended and completed (like loss of all AC
busses, spurious signals).
Grouping of initiators
Grouping of initiators was carried out on the basis of similar plant response and
thermohydraulic analyses for LOCAs. For the LOCAs the most recent studies performed for
WWER 440/213 NPPs were used. It was stated by the PSA team that a systematic system
analysis has been performed to group the initiators. All initiators were grouped in 33 groups
for which event trees were developed.
Grouping of LOCAs appears to be basically acceptable. The division line between small
and medium LOCAs is based on the limiting break size where secondary side cooling is not
needed any more. This approach is fully acceptable. The only concern identified related to
LOCA grouping considers the division into isolable and non-isolable LOCAs. This issue is
however more important for the frequency determination than for grouping.
Grouping of transients appears to be acceptable in general. The only concern of the
reviewer is related to grouping of events into the same group which have different
consequences and different frequencies. An example for this is the grouping of the event
"inadvertent opening of SG relief valves together with SLBO, as the first one may have a
significantly higher frequency and less serious consequences. Such approach might be overconservative, although there is generally a limited impact on the results.
Another issue related to the grouping of transients which was identified by the
reviewers concerns the grouping of the loss of condenser vacuum with single turbine trip.
It is felt that due to the specific features of the Bohunice NPP, it should be modeled as a
separate IE group. The impact on the results from this item is also relatively minor, therefore
the recommendation just intends to correct potential modeling inconsistencies.
The overall conclusion regarding this task is that the grouping of IEs is done reasonably
well, but similarly to the IE selection the documentation needs improvement. It is strongly
recommended that a table with the justification for grouping of IEs is prepared.

Determination of frequency
For the 17 IE groups which were determined on the basis of operational experience,
records on scrams were used to determine the frequency of initiators. For events which were
not experienced at Bohunice, experience data from other plants was used. LOCAs and
secondary side pipe ruptures were calculated using an analytical fault tree approach. In this
approach all the piping susceptible to LOCA was identified in terms of straight segments,
elbows, welds and valves etc. US data sources were then used to determine the failure
frequency for individual segments of the piping.
Use of operational experience for determining the frequency of IEs is an acceptable
method and the work done in this respect for the Bohunice PSA project appears to be
comprehensive and complete. The reviewer did not trace back all the assessment to the
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ultimate sources of data, but in the discussion with the PSA team the impression was that the
collection of information was systematic. It is important to mention that the very small
LOCA frequency and SGTR frequency were also determined on the basis of operational
experience. This part of determining the IE frequency is fully acceptable.
The procedure used for determining pipe rupture frequencies appears to be acceptable
and it definitely produces more appropriate frequencies than simply taking the frequencies
from a generic LOCA database. However, the reviewer had a concern regarding the amount
of work needed to properly account for all pipe segments etc., especially for the secondary
side and regarding the piping susceptible to intersystem LOCA (ISLOCA). The team
confirmed that all the piping was analyzed, but notes from that assessment were not
available. The LOCA frequencies determined are mostly similar to the ones in other PSA
studies. The main issue of concern regarding LOCA frequencies is concerning the division
of small, very small and interfacing systems LOCAs into isolable and non-isolable categories.
Designation of only 10 % of all LOCAs in the non-isolable category appears to be rather
optimistic. The PSA team indicated that the value is based on a "broad review" of the piping
susceptible to LOCAs. The reviewer recommends to revisit the issue and to provide good
justifications. This issue is important because the model for isolable LOCA takes into account
successful isolation with an unavailability of about lfr2.
Some of the IE frequencies were based on generic data or data from other plants
(Dukovany). Use of Dukovany data, in particular for the loss of two trains of SW should be
justified and fully documented (the Dukovany PSA was never reviewed independently,
therefore there is a need to justify the use of Dukovany values). The major concern on using
generic values is related to the frequency of loss of off-site power which has been adopted
from an unidentified generic source. The reviewer strongly believes that this value is too low
and that even values which are two orders of magnitude higher need to be justified. It is
recommended that a more appropriate value is used considering Slovak or regional
experience with power losses.
Determination of IE frequencies also requires a more detailed documentation of the
selection process. For all initiators, including LOCAs, the reasoning for selecting certain
frequency values needs to be fully documented.

3.3. DETERMINATION OF SAFETY FUNCTIONS AND SUCCESS CRITERIA
The review of the definition of safety functions and success criteria considered the top
event descriptions and their associated background assumptions. The information for the
review was taken from Appendix 2 of the main PSA report (event tree modelling). Some
minor mistakes were found in the documentation.
The success criteria were briefly reviewed for modelling consistency and to determine
whether important success criteria were correctly applied. Generally, it was found that the
success criteria had been correctly applied, however a certain trend for conservatism was
noted. In general it was found that this conservatisms was the result of the limited availability
of thermohydraulic analyses.
The important findings of the review of safety functions and success criteria are
summarized below:
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No dependency matrix was developed for front line, support and supply systems. Such
a matrix should be established.
There is a lack of detailed thermohydraulic analyses to support the success criteria.
Further analysis is required.
The success criteria adopted in the model for the different accident sequences should
be better defined with respect to the following items:
Operating modes
Mission times
State of support systems
It is important that the system requirements include timing information with respect to
mission times, and when they are demanded in the accident mitigation process. These mission
times can be evaluated based on plant response analysis, engineering judgement, and specific
thermohydraulic analyses.
The PSA model is believed to be pessimistic since it does not take into account any
recovery actions. The design of the unit is such that there is much time available for recovery
actions to be taken, especially with respect to actions on the secondary side. It is considered
that this could have a significant effect on the success criteria and the calculated core damage
frequency.
The following findings are believed to have a significant effect on the model:
There is insufficient thermohydraulic analysis to support the assumptions made for the
accumulators following a small or medium LOCA (Issue SC-004).
The PSA models assume that a failure to close the main steam dump valves to the
condenser or the main steam dump valves to the atmosphere will lead to a SHIVER
event (i.e. reactor overcooling leading to reactor vessel nozzle rupture due to
embrittlement). This event can be prevented by either of the following:
Isolation of the affected steam generator by the MSIVs, or
Isolation of one out of the two main gate valves on the primary side of the
affected steam generator. This will also protect against a stuck open steam
generator safety relief valve.
It is recommended that such scenarios are included in the PSA (Issue SC-003, SC-017).
For isolable interfacing LOCAs recirculation operation with HPIS and its supports is
only required for a limited mission time. To simplify the model the full mission time
of 24 hours was specified. This pessimistic assumption should be removed and the
effect of the modelling change should be investigated (Issue SC-011).
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3.4. EVENT SEQUENCE MODELLING
3.4.1. Introduction
In the Bohunice-V2 PSA, 32 event trees were developed:
Very small LOCA within make-up capability (<7mm), isolable
Very small LOCA within make-up capability (<7mm), non-isolable
Small LOCA (7-20mm), isolable
Small LOCA (7-20mm), non-isolable
Medium LOCA (20-200mm)
Large LOCA (200-300mm)
Large LOCA (300-500mm)
Pressurizer steam LOCA
Steam generator tube leakage
Steam generator tube rupture
Multiple steam generator tube rupture
Interfacing LOCA, isolable
Interfacing LOCA, non-isolable
Loss of flow of 1,2 or 3 MCPs
Loss of flow of 4 or more MCPs
Partial loss of feedwater - trip of main feedwater pump without start of reserve pump
Loss of main feedwater - trip of all feedwater pumps
Main feedwater header break
Feedwater line break between the SG and the check valve
Feedwater line break in front of the check valve
Loss of circulating cooling water
Steam line break inside confinement
Steam line break outside confinement
Steam header break
Single TG trip
Both TGs trip
Loss of export to grid - opening of 400 kV breaker
Loss of offsite power
Inadvertent reactor trip
Reactivity addition transient
Reactivity removal transient
Loss of service water system - train 2 and 3
All the event trees were reviewed to the degree possible and according to the
information provided in the document "Level 1 PSA Study for Unit 3 of J. Bohunice-V2 NPP
(Appendix 2: Event Trees Modelling)".
The modelling of the plant response to postulated initiating events is influenced by the
lack of best estimate thermohydraulic calculations for the determination of the boundary
conditions for which the systems have to operate. In many cases, the modelling was based
on the conservative information in the safety report or based on engineering judgement.
It appears that the event trees provide a comprehensive logic structure for the PSA. A
number of points were found that should be improved in order to make the work performed
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consistent with standard PSA. The most important findings from the review of event
sequence analysis are summarized below.
3.4.2. Findings and recommendations
ATWS sequences are dominated by the human failure to manually scram the reactor.
This result is caused by the modelling in an unique heading the requirement for the manual
actuation of the reactor protection system when the emergency instructions state to trip the
reactor manually. This kind of modelling is not realistic because sooner or later an automatic
signal will activate the reactor protection system and will trip the reactor even if the crew
has not performed the manual action. Therefore it was agreed by the PSA team that these
headings will be removed from the trees and, instead, automatic actuation of the reactor
protection system will be introduced (JM-003).
In the event trees for steam line breaks, the make-up system or the HPIS are required
to compensate the shrinkage of the primary coolant volume caused by overcooling. For the
event trees related to breaks in the main feedwater lines which lead to drying out the SGs,
this heading was not included. The PSA team agreed to modify these event trees to consider
the need for compensation (JM-005).
Another issue was found in the event trees where the EFW is included in the function
(heading) "heat removal from the RCS". Here, the residual heat removal (RHR) function has
to be successful to arrive to a safe cold shutdown condition in the sequences if EFW has
failed. Because the RHR heading also includes the EFW, with the same success criteria, it
seems to be impossible to arrive to a safe cold shutdown condition. It was agreed by the PSA
team to generate new headings that include the AFW system when the EFW was failed and
also to take into account the functional dependence between both headings in the event trees
(JM-002).
The heading "secondary circuit steam removal" in the event trees, included both the
failure to open the secondary side valves and the failure to close the ones that have opened.
It was agreed that the number of possible pathways existing on the secondary side is high
enough to consider that the probability of the failure to open is negligible. Therefore it was
recommended to remove failure to open from the function to avoid functional dependencies
in the various event trees (JM-001).
Inconsistencies were noticed when comparing the general assumptions in "the event
trees modelling" document with what was actually modelled in the event trees. For example,
in the general assumption No. 1 it is stated that in case when the reactor is not sufficiently
cooled (for example, using feed & bleed), the tubes of the SGs will rupture. This would
create a LOCA from the primary to the secondary side and the confinement will be bypassed.
However, in all the different feed & bleed event trees the end state for all the unsuccessful
sequences is specified as core damage. The reason given for this is, that in the case of failure
of feed and bleed, ruptures in several SGs are assumed and therefore, core damage is
considered to be almost certain. The PSA team agreed to modify the related general
assumptions considering that the related scenarios will end in core damage (JM-004).
Some event trees have sequences that arrive to a final state without success or failure
of the reactor scram. Modelling of a NPOS ending state (non-preferred operating state) in
the event trees is not normally done in standard PSAs. The combination of the triggering
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effect and the failure of the automatic system for rapid power decrease or a similar human
action are the normal initiating events that require the actuation of the reactor protection
system. This is the real PSA safety concern and the normal starting point for the event trees.
The inclusion of headings related to availability in the event trees in front of the safety
related headings does not affect to the final results, but only makes the event trees more
complicated. It is recommended to add remarks in the main report, to clearly understand
what are availability related sequences and headings and PSA safety related ones (JM-016).
In a number of the event trees where there is no RCS break or where the break can be
compensated by the high pressure injection system, the level in the pressurizer will be
recovered. For the sequences to end in cold shutdown condition it necessary to stop the high
pressure injection system. This heading will be added to the models (JM-014).
For some of the headings in the event trees no requirements regarding the time to
complete the actions are defined. Due to this the sequences do not include or represent all
the possible situations (JM-013). It is necessary to perform best-estimated thermohydraulic
calculation to define the boundary conditions for the sequences. This issue is also very
important for the assignment of values for the post-accident human actions (JM-018).
It seems necessary to add an additional heading in the event trees for steam generator
initiating events when the affected steam generator is not isolated. The additional heading
should specify stopping the leak after the RCS pressure has been decreased to or below the
pressure in the affected steam generator. The heading considers stop of flow from the HPIS
to avoid the possibility to overfill the affected steam generator and related steam lines. It was
stated by the PSA team that there is no emergency instructions for an action like the one
required. Therefore it is not possible to generate such new heading in the event trees because
the action must be considered as a recovery action. However, it is agreed that if such kind
of step is included in the emergency instructions this heading could be added to the event
trees. Otherwise the related event trees should reflect the fact that if the affected SG is not
isolated the consequence will be core damage (JM-019).

3.5. HUMAN RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
3.5.1. Introduction
The human reliability analysis (HRA) in a PSA concentrates on the assessment of preaccident and post-accident human actions. HRA is an especially critical PSA area. It is very
important that the HRA is performed in a structured and logical manner and that all steps of
the analysis are documented in a traceable way.
The review of the human reliability analysis was focused on the requirements associated
with the different types of human actions, which are usually classified as follows:
Type A:

Pre-initiator actions that may affect system unavailability,

Type B:

Actions that cause an initiating event, and

Type C:

Post-initiator actions which are performed during the sequences caused by an
initiating event.
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Type A human actions are performed during normal plant operation and have a
potential to cause the unavailability or failure of a component or system when they are
required to operate. These actions are typically related to maintenance, test, realignment or
calibration tasks.
Type B human actions are those that may cause an initiating event. HRA analysis of
these kind of actions are less often done within the scope of a PSA. The assessment of
initiating events is usually based on the evaluation of experience data from plant operation.
If human actions have caused an initiating event it would be accounted for in this evaluation.
Type C human actions are performed following a plant trip when the crew is following
the procedures and training to bring the plant to a safe condition. These kind of errors are
usually the most important human errors to be considered in the PSA.
3.5.2. Findings and recommendations
In the following paragraphs the most important findings from the review are presented.
The human reliability analysis was conducted using a very simplified approach with
only two generic screening values. One for pre-accident human actions (Type A) and the
other for procedure-based post-accident human actions (Type C). Because human actions
have usually a very important impact on the PSA results, a more detailed human reliability
analysis is strongly recommended. The PSA team indicated that in the next phase of the study
a more detailed human reliability analysis will be performed (JM-006).
The identification process for post-accident human actions (Type C) in the event trees
and system models appears not to be complete. Because the Bohunice-V2 NPP's have only
general emergency instructions and no step-by-step emergency procedures, the identification
of the procedure-based post-accident human actions (Type C) is very dependent on the
interpretation of the general emergency instructions by the plant crews. If an action is
explicitly indicated in the instructions it should be analyzed and included if necessary in the
models, but if there is no specific instruction for an action, it has to be removed from the
trees and has to be considered as a recovery action. The identification of all relevant human
actions is one of the most important tasks in HRA. This identification needs to be completely
accomplished, at least for the relevant ones, in order to make a correct assessment (JM-007,
JM-014).
The only basic events included in the models which represent the pre-accident human
actions (Type A) are the ones designated as "human error during maintenance". There are
however other kind of pre-accident human actions (Type A), such as wrong position of
components after tests, operational realignment or calibration and also miscalibration errors
for sensors and setpoint devices that should be analyzed, including possible dependencies
between them, and the impact of verification and functional checks (JM-008).
The procedure-based post-accident human actions (Type C) were quantified using a
unique screening value of 3E-2. This kind of actions usually is strongly influenced by the
following factors:
1)

available time;
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2)

median time required to perform the different actuations, and

3)

the specific behavior needed to complete the action.

Type C human actions usually comprise a cognitive and manual part. The use of a
single value for all the procedure-based post-accident human actions may not be conservative
for all actions modeled in the PSA. Therefore a screening process for these kind of actions
that takes into account some time-reliability correlation, the cognitive and manual part of the
actions and the actuation behaviors is recommended (JM-009).
The human reliability analysis documentation is restricted to one page of the main
report of the PSA and some other information is provided in different parts of the event trees
and systems reports. A more detailed and specific documentation of the work performed is
necessary for the correct performance of the human reliability analysis in this PSA,
especially, for the identification and modeling of the human actions and the assumptions
considered (JM-010).
An assessment of potential dependencies between human actions has not been carried
out in the PSA. The reviewer believes that a correct identification and incorporation of the
dependencies is necessary in the PSA, because these items can strongly affect the final results
(JM-011).
A detailed analysis of the pre-accident, procedure-based post-accident human actions
and recovery actions was not carried out in the PSA. The inclusion of a detailed analysis of
human actions, including recovery actions in the minimal cutsets permits to obtain a more
realistic output. This is very important for the correct interpretation of the results (JM-012).
3.6. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
3.6.1. Status
System modelling was reviewed for a selection of important systems of the BohuniceV2 plant. The majority of the information for the review has been taken from the main
report, the fault tree analysis portions of the PSA documentation, and the system process
flow diagrams, supplied by the plant. Appendix 1, Parts 1 and 2 of the main PSA report
which contained the system descriptions had not been translated into English, however,
reference was made to them in the resolution of the issues raised by the reviewers.
The majority of the review was performed by Mr. John Stewart (JS) for the mechanical
systems and Mr. Ralf-Michael Zander (RMZ) for the I&C and electrical power supply
system. Contributions were also made by other members of the IPERS team.
The modelling of event sequences and system analysis has adopted the "small event tree
- large fault tree" approach. The functional dependencies of support systems, i.e., I&C,
electrical power supplies, service water system, etc., have been modelled by transfer to subtrees.
The following front line and support system fault trees were selected for detailed review
(the reviewer is identified against each system):
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High pressure injection system (JS)
Low pressure injections system (JS)
Service water system (JS)
Reactor protection system (RMZ) - reported in detail in Section 3.7.
Electrical power supply system (RMZ) - reported in detail in Section 3.7.
and a limited review was performed of:
Emergency feed water system (JS)
Main steam system (JS)
Engineered safety actuation system (RMZ) - reported in detail in Section 3.7.
3.6.2. General comments
The approach adopted for modelling
The "small event tree - large fault tree" approach was adopted without the use of house
events in the fault trees, such that each type of demand for each system was modelled
explicitly. This has resulted in the production of a large quantity of fault trees for each
system, with in many cases only minor differences between them. It would have been
possible to use house events and bounding conditions for success of the systems to limit the
number of trees significantly.
The resultant model can be difficult to follow due to this number of fault tree variants.
However, the review has demonstrated, with the exception of a few specific cases (discussed
in the related issues) that the logic of the modelling of the fault trees and their transfers is
technically correct, and that the system unavailabilities calculated for each demand on each
system can be used with confidence, provided the modelling within each tree is correct.
The number of fault trees also has made it difficult to ensure consistent naming of basic
events, i.e., where the same event occurs in many trees it is vital that it is assigned the same
basic identifier, otherwise diversity will be modelled which does not exist on the actual plant.
However, the review of this aspect did not identify any errors.
One of the proposed purposes of the PSA is to facilitate modelling of modifications to
the plant systems to identify potential safety benefits that could be achieved. The complexity
of the model may make it difficult to apply an acceptable level of quality assurance to this
process, e.g., failing to change all occurrences of the modifications in the model will give
an incorrect indication of the benefits which can be achieved.
Two models have actually been generated, one for the reactor protection system (RPS)
and one for all other systems. The RPS tree is discussed in detail in Section 3.7. The top
event data from the RPS model is used as a basic event in the main model. The combination
of the two models appears to have been performed correctly. This approach, however,
prohibits the sensitivity and importance analyses for the core damage frequencies including
the individual components within the RPS.
The RPS has been designed to "fail safe", i.e., any failures of components within the
system result in a trip signal from that component to the voting logic. This design philosophy
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means that there are no support system functional dependency concerns between the main
model and the RPS model.
Accuracy of modelling
The review has identified that, with the exception of a few specific incidents discussed
later, the PSA has modelled the actual plant conditions adequately. The major exception to
this is that no account has been taken of the effects on component unavailabilities of failure
of the heating and ventilation systems, see Issue JS-025.
If components are not qualified for the temperatures following loss of the heating and
ventilation system, there is the potential for multiple component failures. As such this
omission may have significantly underestimated the component failure probabilities as the
result of failure of the system, and therefore the predicted core damage frequency.
Level of detail and consistency
In general, the fault trees appear to be sufficiently detailed, without becoming
excessively detailed by modelling items which would have contributed only insignificantly
to the system unavailabilities. However, certain inconsistencies in the detail modelled in
different trees were identified, examples of which are:
The "failure of valves to remain in position" was modelled in some trees and omitted
from others, without any justification, see Issue JS-005.
The "failure of signals to components" was modelled in detail including sensors, power
supplies, etc. in some trees, whereas in other trees they were modelled by a basic
event, see Issue JS-011.
The "failure to isolate systems/sub-systems" was modelled in detail, including the
mechanical/electrical equipment and operator errors, in some trees, whereas in others
only the operator error was modelled, see Issue JS-011.
The model should be rationalized to ensure consistency of approach. It is not expected
that the lack of consistency between failure modes modelled will have a significant impact
on the calculation of the predicted risk, however it may have an effect on component and
system importances.
The use of basic events to model a combination of failure modes is of concern, since
it may have resulted in dependencies on support systems, e.g., electrical power supply, not
being taken into account. This should be investigated further since it has the potential to
result in an under-estimate of the calculated predicted risk and incorrect importance analyses
results.
In addition to these specific comments there appear to be a few occurrences of
conservative modelling of the required system responses. The modelling in its own right is
not important, but it does raise the question of understanding the plant systems. Generally,
this is not considered to be a serious weakness in the PSA. Such errors are discussed in
Issues JS-014 and JS-022.
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Modelling of maintenance and inspection
The approach adopted with respect to modelling of maintenance and inspection has been
to include an allowance for unplanned maintenance where this has been shown to be a nonnegligible contributor to the component or system unavailability. There is no planned
maintenance for the unit and as such there is no allowance for it in the model. It appears that
testing has only been modelled for the reactor protection system (RPS) and the engineered
safeguards actuation system (ESFAS).
The data used for modelling the maintenance and testing unavailabilities has been based
on actual plant experience and not the traditional approach of using the units limiting
conditions of operation (LCO). This approach is to be recommended since it results in a
more realistic indication of the risk from plant operation.
Contributions to unplanned maintenance has only been included in the model where the
maintenance database has shown that they have a non-negligible contribution to the system
unavailabilities. This is an acceptable approach which has prevented further complication of
the fault trees.
Testing has been excluded from the model for other than RPS and ESFAS on the basis
of its negligible contribution to the system unavailabilities. This appears to be generally
acceptable, however, there may be a need to review the consequences of a demand on
specific safety systems when they are in the test mode, see Issue JS-009.
Recovery actions
No recovery actions have been included in the PSA, which, considering the level of
procedures and training with respect to such actions, is a reasonable approach. However,
considering the time available for secondary side recovery actions it may be considered to
lead to an over-pessimistic indication of the risk and incorrect system/component
importances.
3.6.3. Specific modelling comments
During the review of the fault trees, certain specific errors in the modelling were
identified, these included the following:
Issue SC-010 has demonstrated that for an non-isolable small LOCA the recirculation
flow from the sump will be lost due to LPIS discharge to the LPIS tank (operating in
start-up mode).
This issue is a deficiency in the design of the plant, however it must be reflected in the
PSA. Effectively, the PSA should demonstrate that there is no, or limited, protection against
LOCAs for which HPIS operates in the recirculation mode from the confinement sump and
the primary circuit pressure is not decreased to the LPIS pump discharge pressure.
Issue JS-OO1 has demonstrated that the SWS pumps of one train can be lost due to a
failure of flow from the SWS following a loss of electrics. This failure mode should
be included in the model.
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Although each of these errors in the modelling are considered important and should be
rectified, it is believed that they are isolated incidents and that they do not indicate generic
problems.

3.7. MODELLING OF I&C AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
3.7.1. Reactor protection system
Description
The reactor protection system (RPS) initiates the control rods to fall into the core
(either via signal HOI which means that all rod groups fall into the core under gravity
simultaneously, or via signal H02 which means that the rod groups fall into the core under
gravity sequentially).
The reactor protection system (RPS) is modelled in a detailed way, i.e. down to
level of individual electrical equipment. Every single component is analyzed from
measuring sensors to the last relay which finally initiates the control rods to fall into
core. Moreover, test and inspection and the resulting unavailability for about 4 hours
month is included.

the
the
the
per

Issues
The test unfortunately is the main contributor to the mean unavailability of the RPS.
During test, a single failure seems to directly lead to the failure of the RPS for all available
parameters. Although taking this into account, there are no CCF modelled in the RPS file.
At least potential dependent failures for bistable instruments and relays are usually modelled
in PSAs.
The whole analysis for the RPS was done in a separate file and the TOP-gates were
evaluated separately. These results were then used as basic events (failure of reactor
shutdown for the relevant available parameters) in the main analysis. Only minor mistakes
were found concerning accuracy (Issues RMZ-008, RMZ-010).
Conclusions
The RPS is modelled in a very detailed way and corresponds to the requirements for
a PSA. Unfortunately, using the approach for separate evaluation as described above, basic
detailed information is not transferred to the overall model. Thus, it prohibits the sensitivity
and importance analysis for individual components in the RPS for the overall core damage
frequency.
3.7.2. Engineered safeguard features actuation system
Description
The modelling of the engineered safeguard features actuation system (ESFAS) is
included in the main analysis. The analysis was done by the same analysts who did the
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modelling of the RPS. It seems that it has the same degree of detail (including unavailability
due to test as well).
Issues
Although appropriately modelled, unfortunately about 100 of the relevant signals for
actuation of mechanical components were included only as basic events relying on
engineering judgments. The actuation devices seem to be independent from the ones used for
the RPS. Furthermore, there seems to be no interconnection concerning electrical power. It
was argumented that each redundant signalling train is supplied by its own power supply
system.
Conclusions
The ESFAS is modelled to a level of detail comparable to the one for the RPS. A
number of less important inconsistencies were found (see Issues JS-011, RMZ-015). The
reviewers therefore recommend that the consistency inside the models should be improved.
3.7.3. Electrical power supply system
Description
Only a small amount of time was spent on the review of electrical power supply
systems if compared to the review of the I&C described above. In general it seems to be
modelled in an acceptable way. All relevant transfers for power supply and dependencies for
main systems were included in the analysis.
Issues
The only concern was related to the way of modelling the failure of batteries. There
were two different basic events modelled in the PSA: one for the failure of the battery in the
pre-accident phase (monitored, repairable) and one for the post-accident phase (constant
mission time). The assumption was made that potential failures of batteries would be detected
during the standby mode (while charging the batteries). That was the reason for not including
CCFs for batteries during that mode. However, the reviewer believes that this assumption
is not adequate, because this type of component, which only has to fulfil a task in the postaccident phase, cannot be tested perfectly during the pre-accident period. Therefore the
model should be changed to the probability per demand model. Due to this assumption, the
reviewer believes, that the importance of batteries is underestimated in the present model.
Furthermore the model postulates the independence of two redundant power sources
during the post-accident phase. For the loss of power for safety related bus bars (220 V DC)
during the mission time of 24 h, it is assumed that both sources, one via the 6 kV emergency
bus bar (transformer etc.), and second the battery has to fail. This is not correct, because the
battery has only a capacity for not more than 30 minutes and there is little chance to recover
e.g. a failed transformer during this short time. It was estimated that the 220 V DC bus bar
should at least be available for one hour after the accident, because at that time there is a
need for switching over the high pressure injection (HPI) system to the recirculation mode.
If the power supply from the 6 kV bus bar has failed at least 30 minutes before this, no
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power supply for opening the valves in the HPI system is available. Therefore, the only
available source in the post-accident phase is the 6 kV emergency bus bar.
Conclusions
The power supply system was adequately modelled in the PSA. All relevant
dependencies were included. The DC power supply system should be reevaluated. Revision
of the fault trees, taking into account the reviewers comments, might have a high impact on
the overall core damage frequency, in particular regarding CCFs of batteries.
3.8. PLANT DAMAGE STATES
3.8.1. Status
In the Bohunice-V2 PSA 8 different types of consequences were analyzed:
CD
ATWS
CU
SSD
HSB
PLCIRC
NPOS
SHIVER

Core damage
Anticipated transient without scram
Partial core uncovery
Successful plant shutdown
Hot standby
Post LOCA circulation cooling
Non-preferred operating state
Excessive cooling down of the primary side via the secondary side

From these 8 end states only three are considered as plant damage states, CD, SHIVER
and ATWS. The other ones are considered as a kind of success states (SSD, HSB, PLCIRC
and NPOS) and CU is considered a success state that applies only to sequences for transients
which are believed not to be sufficiently severe to cause core damage.
3.8.2. Findings and recommendations
SG and steam line break and rupture sequences for which "the losses compensated"
heading function fails are assumed to end up in the CU (partial core uncovery) state.
According to the current state-of-the-art of Level 1 PSA it requires the use of best-estimate
thermohydraulic calculations to support that a partial core uncovery during such sequences
is not a core damage. This is even more difficult when the systems that are needed for the
recovery or control of coolant inventory are lost in the sequence. Without such analysis it
is recommended to consider it as a core damage plant state (see Issue JM-017).
ATWS plant damage state has a significant value of 1.62E-3/year. This value may be
reduced after implementation of the recommendations and related changes discussed during
this mission (see Issue JM-003). Nevertheless a detailed analysis for ATWS situations is
recommended, because some of the ATWS scenarios will end up in core damage and have
to be considered in the total core damage frequency (see Issue JM-015).
SHIVER plant damage state intends to take into account situations than can result in
a rapid cooldown of the primary side via the secondary side. The scenarios in this category
are, for example:
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non-isolated steam line breaks,
reactor trip without turbine trip.
In all of this cases the integrity of the SG tubes can be challenged. The frequency value
in the final results is 6.53E-3/year. Therefore it is recommended to carry out a detailed
analysis for SHIVER situations, because part of the SHIVER scenarios will end up in core
damage and have to be considered in the total core damage frequency (see Issue JM-015).

3.9. COMMON CAUSE FAILURE ANALYSIS AND CCF DATA
Engineered safety systems are usually designed with an m out of n redundancy. This
means that the operation of at least m out of n existing trains is sufficient for the success of
the system. In common cause failure (CCF) models events are assumed to occur at random
times, causing simultaneous failure of more than one component. These failures can impact
on the reliability of safety related systems in a significant way. In a normally operating
system such CCF can cause an initiating event (see Section 3.2) which can also represent a
demand or challenge to the protection system. In standby safety systems they may cause
unavailability of multiple components at the same time. For these components the exposure
time is important, because this determines the unavailability characteristic. The exposure time
depends strongly on the way failures are detected, which is normally periodic testing. It
depends on the test interval and procedure. CCF can originate either from external events
(e.g. seismic events) or internal reasons (e. g. wrong or insufficient periodic testing). For
instance, functional and spatial separation, diversity, and periodic and staggered testing can
help to prevent CCF.
Several models exist which are acceptable for modelling CCF impacts in PSAs. The
input information for the models is usually compiled from generic data sources. This
approach requires careful consideration of transferability and applicability. Plant specific
information and boundary conditions have to be taken into account.
3.9.1. General remarks to application of the model
For modelling CCF in the Bohunice PSA, the beta-factor model was used. Although
the main report contains a general description of the CCF model and of how it was used, the
way of applying and evaluating the model may need improvement.
The analysts describe in the report that the availability of CCF data was limited. This
is a generic problem for all PSAs, because usually there is very few plant specific data
available for this type of failures. Nevertheless, the way the analysts used the partial betafactor method appears to be not acceptable. After using a conservative screening value of 0,1
for all CCFs to identify dominant CCF contributors, all of them (and that is the matter of
concern) were reduced to a partial beta-factor of 0,03. This has nothing to do with
conservatism or screening.
The approach would have been more acceptable, if the usual influences such as from
individual equipment characteristics, order of redundancies and test and maintenance would
have been reflected in the estimation of the partial beta factors. However it was found, that
even for two or four members of CCF groups the general factor mentioned above was
adopted.
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Unfortunately it appeared, that the Risk Spectrum version used only considers lethal
shocks, that means, all components of one CCF group are impacted by a failure mode
appearing simultaneously. Non-lethal shocks should be implemented in the future.
3.9.2. Remarks to consideration of some CCFs
No effort has been done to identify the potential for CCF of identical but not
necessarily redundant components. Neglecting this kind of CCFs might result in
underestimation for the final results.
It was stated by analysts that no CCFs were taken into account in the RPS and ESFAS.
At least potential dependent failures for bistable devices and relays are usually modelled in
PSAs. The reason given for this assumption was good separation between the systems. It is
obvious that this argument would also be valid for mechanical systems, like pumps.
Therefore, it appears that there is no common basis existing for adopting CCFs. Partial
separation has nothing to do with e.g. a defective manufacturing process or maintenance
procedures.
Another issue is related to the CCF of sensors, for example due to harsh environment
conditions after a LOCA. No consideration was done regarding failure of redundant
components in the post-accident phase. Additional analyses should be performed to determine
the consequential failure of I&C equipment after relevant initiators.
Furthermore, the basic assumption in the PSA model is that a monitored component
like batteries or sensors cannot fail due to CCF in the pre-accident phase. The problem is
that this is only true for some kind of failures, for example, if the output signal of a sensor
falls to zero. This leads to the issue of concern, that this kind of component can unfortunately
not sufficiently be tested for post-accident conditions; the problem e. g. for batteries might
be the undetected loss of capacity and this should be adequately modelled in the PSA.
Therefore the model for both the basic events and for the CCF groups should be changed to
"probability per demand". Due to the plants way for handling initiators, the station blackout
(total loss of electrical power on the emergency bus bars) could not only occur after loss of
offsite power, but in all other sequences, where the diesel generator (DG) is started and the
only power source for closing the circuit breaker of the DG is the battery.
3.9.3. Conclusions
The main reason for using only a simplified model seems to be the fact, that the CCF
model was implemented in the PSA at the end. At that time no capacity was left in the Risk
Spectrum files, because the large amount of basic events and the large number of fault trees
did not allow further inputs. Unfortunately, no house events were used for the fault trees.
This could have reduced the amount of input significantly.
Analysis of CCF by using the beta-factor model is an acceptable approach in particular
for screening purposes. However, in this study only one non-conservative factor was adopted
for all components, and it appears that usual practices regarding the transfer and
implementation of generic data were not applied for this PSA (e.g. batteries, relays).
Moreover, the PSA did only consider lethal shocks. The importance of non-lethal
shocks is not negligible, because the probability for this failure mode appears to be higher,
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at least for some components. The non conservative assumptions and the use of only one
screening value might have led to an underestimation in the result.
To increase the level of accuracy, both the basic assumptions and the plant specific
CCF factors (not necessarily the model) have to be reviewed in detail.

3.10. COMPONENT RELIABILITY DATA
Determination of component reliability data is based on a comprehensive review of
operational experience based on 17 years of operation of the Bohunice-V2 NPP. The data
collection was performed using all available sources of information from logbooks to
maintenance work orders. All the information was compiled into a computer code (a
database) where the failure rates for individual components and component groups could be
determined. The sources of data as well as the computer code with its inputs and outputs was
demonstrated to the IPERS team. The data for pumps for example are very detailed because
of separate specific records for certain pumps. The data for valves and other components is
also detailed but to a somewhat smaller extent. Only a handful of reliability data appears to
be adopted from generic sources.
The plant specific test and maintenance duration was determined for numerous
components. The sources of data were logbooks on pumps, technical specification utilization
notes and interviews with plant staff. While the data appears comprehensive and credible,
it was noticed that many data points were actually based on technical specification utilization
notes which were collected for the years 1992/93 only. The reviewer could not audit the data
extraction and processing procedure, but in accordance to the discussion with the PSA team
it appears acceptable. The issue regarding the limited observation period of only two years
for T&M unavailabilities could not be concluded. There is a possibility that two years data
might be not representative of the average, longer term situation. The IPERS reviewer
recommended that some additional confirmation of these values is performed, in particular
related to components where T&M values appear to be very important (like the RPS). The
issue of quality assurance regarding the data collection and processing was raised but no
specific conclusion could be drawn.
A comparison of the values used in the Bohunice study with international values was
performed. None of the values identified appears to differ to an extent which would raise a
concern. The documentation of the data collection process and data processing might be
improved. It is recommended to define and describe in detail where the individual pieces of
data are coming from.

3.11. ACCIDENT SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATION
Quantification of the PSA was performed using the Risk Spectrum software. The
approach is in line with the procedure described in the related IAEA PSA documents. The
evaluation is restricted in this PSA to a point value evaluation (mean values). The point
estimates of the sequence frequencies are calculated by multiplying the point value probability
estimate of each event sequence with the point estimate of the related initiating event
frequency. The unavailability of event tree sequences is evaluated by summation of the point
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value probabilities of the component level minimal cutsets for the sequences. The calculation
of minimal cutset probabilities is based on the calculated values for basic events and modules.
3.11.1. Documentation of accident sequence quantification
The accident sequence frequencies were not documented individually in the PSA
documentation, instead, the sequences were grouped by consequence categories. The
consequence categories used are the following:
CD
ATWS
CU
HSB
P.L.CIRC.
NPOS
SHIVER

Core damage
Anticipated transient without scram
Partial core uncovery
Hot standby
Post LOCA circulation cooling
Non-preferred operating state
Excessive cooling down of the primary side via the secondary
side

3.11.2. Sensitivity and importance analysis
Sensitivity and importance analyses were performed using the Risk Spectrum code for
basic events, their parameters and attributes. CCFs were not included in these analyses.
It is recommended that sensitivity and importance analyses are performed on groups
of events, for example, for I&C, electrical supply systems, human actions, etc. In addition
the common cause failures should be included in the sensitivity and importance analysis. In
many cases the understanding gained from such analyses can be significantly more useful
than from those performed in this study (see Issue SC-008).
3.11.3. Uncertainty analyses
No uncertainty analysis was actually performed, although the data book for component
failure rates included upper and lower bounds and assumed a log-normal distribution. Only
the mean values were used for the evaluation.
As discussed above, many consequence categories were defined, some of them have
a potential to contribute to the frequency of core damage. No uncertainty consideration was
carried out regarding the contribution from each of these categories. The review team
believes that it is important to carry out additional thermohydraulic analyses to gain a better
understanding of the contribution of each of these consequence categories to the core damage
frequency.
The following concerns were raised as a part of the review:
No consistent approach appeared to have been adopted for the combination of data from
different sources (see Issue SC-007).
The summation of the frequency of cutsets with a frequency less than the cut-off value
used in the runs with Risk Spectrum appears to be two orders of magnitude greater
than the calculated core damage frequency. It is recommended that the cut-off value is
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reduced, this may require optimization of the model to arrive at realistic calculation
times (see Issues SC-013, SC-014).

3.12. ANALYSIS OF INTERNAL FIRES
Status
The majority of the information for the review of the internal fire analysis was given
in Appendix 6 of the main report and in the event and fault tree analysis portions of the PSA
documentation. The information presented in Appendix 6, the main reference document for
the review, contains however only limited information and therefore only a cursory review
was performed. Most of the review was performed by Mr. John Stewart (JS), but
contributions were made by other members of the IPERS team as well.
A screening type approach was adopted for the fire analysis. The approach included
reviews of plant areas and amounts of combustibles to identify the safety significant locations
where fires are considered credible. Event trees were then produced for each of these fire
locations and the contribution to the core damage frequency was evaluated. Only those
scenarios with a significant contribution were carried forward to the main model.
The comments and conclusions from the review are summarized below under the
appropriate headings:
Screening
The screening process was carried out in two stages. First, areas where the probability
of a fire was considered insignificant were excluded from further consideration. Second, fire
areas resulting in an insignificant contribution to the probability of core damage were
screened out.
Screening out of fire areas was based solely on the quantity of combustibles in
accordance with the Czechoslovakian Standard CSN 73 0804. The combustibility of the
material and the presence of potential ignition sources (Issue JS-015) was not taken into
account. This topic is discussed further below.
No details were provided regarding the modelling of the fire locations which were not
included in the main model. Therefore it is not possible to comment on the accuracy and
completeness of these scenarios. However, provided that they have been modelled correctly,
this approach is, in principle, an acceptable way for limiting the complexity of the PSA.
Fire initiation frequency
The initiation frequency of fires was based on the Czechoslovakian Standard CSN 73
0804. This approach takes into account the quantity of combustibles within the fire zone, the
area of the fire zone, and the fire suppression/detection facilities within the fire zone. No
details were provided for the calculation process of fire frequencies. The major concern is
whether the CSN standard can be justified to be applicable to nuclear power plant conditions.
Historical experience has indicated that safety related fires occur in nuclear power plants with
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a frequency of greater than about 10"1 per year. The total frequency used in the study is of
the order of 5.0E-2, a discrepancy which should be investigated, see Issue JS-002.
The formula in the CSN code takes into account the presence of ignition sources and
the fire detection and suppression features within the fire zone. However, regarding the
detection and suppression features the analysis team made pessimistic assumptions. This may
result in a conservative contribution to core damage frequency, however, it does not give a
true picture of the importances of the fire zones, see Issue JS-023.
Fire induced initiating events
As a basic approach it is assumed that a fire may result in a manual reactor trip and
therefore the inadvertent reactor trip event trees were used to model the accident sequences
following a fire. A major weakness of this approach is that fires may cause other types of
initiating events, see Issue JS-024. Of particular concern are primary or secondary side
LOCAs as a result of spurious opening of motor operated valves. This should be corrected
since a fire could cause an initiating event and at the same time affect the availability of
mitigating features. For instance, a fire in a cable channel may result in the spurious opening
of a motor operated valve, causing a LOCA type initiating event, and also disable valves of
a safety system that is necessary to protect the plant against the initiating event.
This limitation of the assessment was recognized by the analysts and was made because
of the limited knowledge of cable routings. In favor of the approach it was stated that there
are fire resistant overlays covering the cables. The reviewers believe that due to this
limitation the assessment is incomplete and that other types of initiating events should be
considered. As a consequence of the inclusion of the additional initiating events, fire
locations not included in the main model could become more significant and could contribute
to core damage frequency.
Fault tree modelling
As a simplifying and conservative assumption it is postulated that a fire results in the
failure of all active components in a given fire area. These events are modelled with house
events in the fault trees which are linked to the reactor trip event tree. The assumption
regarding the failure of all active components is commonly used in conservative screening
approaches. The use of house events in the fault trees to model fire induced failures follows
international practice and is an acceptable approach.
The study has not considered the possibility that fires spread to other areas. Issue JS021 discusses this approximation with a particular concern regarding the ventilation systems.
There appears to be little justification for this limitation in the model. The reviewers
recommend that this issue should be further considered. The implications of fires can be
much more severe if there are possible scenarios for fires to spread to other areas.
Similarly to not considering fire induced initiating events other than reactor trip, fire
damage effects to control cables of motor operated valves have not been included in the
assessment (see Issue JS-019). The justification given for this simplification is that the valves
can be operated manually. The reviewers believe that this is not acceptable since no analysis
of the practicability of access to the locations, or the available time windows for the related
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actions have been performed. The PSA should therefore be extended to include the
consequences of fire induced failures of control cables to motor operated valves.
General
The scope of the internal fire analysis is significantly limited with respect to
consequential initiating events and spreading of fires. Also the assumptions made regarding
the initiating frequency, i.e., ignition sources and fire detection are such that importances of
different fire zones will only be based on their combustible loading. This may lead to fire
improvements being recommended in areas which already have adequate fire suppression.
In conclusion, within the scope and assumptions made by the analysts the modelling of
the internal fires is acceptable.

3.13. FLOOD ANALYSIS
A comprehensive identification of flood sources and flood consequences was done as
a part of the Bohunice PSA study. The impact of floods was found to be negligible mainly
due to the available 3 redundancies for the safety systems and a reasonable separation
between the redundancies. Due to lack of time, only a cursory review of flood phenomena
could be performed by the IPERS team.
It is understood that the impact of floods on safety systems is small, and that the impact
to CDF from flooding of safety system rooms is negligible. However, the reviewers believe
that floods in rooms housing operational systems may represent a problem. Moreover, it was
pointed out (by regulators present at the meeting) that the Bohunice plant appears to be very
sensitive to flooding or spraying of electrical cabinets, and that at least one event of
inadvertent opening of the steam dump valves was caused by drops of condensed water
formed on a pipe. Although the impact of spraying on electrical cabinets was evaluated, the
reviewer could not confirm that all the possibilities were considered. It is therefore
recommended that the PSA team considers the appropriateness of evaluating impacts of
sprays on operational equipment and of effects of condensed water on electrical cabinets
primarily regarding operating equipment.
An additional concern related to floods exists for Room 425, where a steam atmosphere
could cause inoperability of all MFW, EFW and AFW discharge valves and could therefore
result in core damage. In addition, just beneath that room are numerous electrical cabinets
for safety equipment. It is therefore recommended that such scenarios are included in a future
revision of the study.

3.14. DOCUMENTATION
The documentation of the study is not always self supporting and fully traceable. For
example, the description of human reliability analysis consists only of one page. Fire analysis
information is very limited, problems were noticed concerning the minimal cutset lists for
the different consequence categories, because they were not translated to English. The IPERS
team recognized that the version which has been prepared in Slovak language may be
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somewhat better than the English version. Besides that, the effort needed to prepare the
English version of the PSA in such a short time is appreciated.
It was difficult to review a number of the underlying assumptions (e.g. input data for
failure probabilities, dependency matrix), because documentation was not available. A further
problem was identified regarding the documentation of success criteria.
A detailed documentation of the overall PSA is necessary for the correct assessment
and the use of the work performed.

3.15. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The results and conclusions of the study are presented in Chapter 9 of the main report
"Level 1 PSA Study for Unit 3 of the J. Bohunice-V2 NPP". The total core damage
frequency for the unit is given in the very beginning of the chapter and the contributions to
the total core damage frequency from each significant initiating event is depicted in a figure.
However, the total core damage frequency value given there only includes one of the possible
core damage states that are considered in the study. The other consequence states that
contribute to the final result, in particular ATWS, SHIVER or PARTIAL CORE
UNCOVERY are not mentioned. It is strongly recommended to include a description of all
types of consequences at this place in order to show clearly how to interpret the results (JM015).
There are three sections in the chapter. The first one presents the dominant initiating
events and accident sequences and also a short table with the ten most important minimal
cutsets for the core damage. The reviewer believes that the information given in this section
should be expanded, for example, with the results of the sensitivity and importance analyses
which were performed, with an increased number of cutsets for the final core damage
equation, and with lists of the minimal cutset for the dominant accident sequences.
The second section presents the frequency values for the other consequences considered
in the study in a table. A short paragraph is given that includes the contribution of the
different sequences to each one of the consequences. Similarly to the previous section, the
information given in this section should be increased.
Finally, there is a section containing recommendations. Some of them identify the need
for additional analyses in the areas of ATWS, SHIVER, human reliability analysis and
thermohydraulic calculations. A recommendation on improvement of the fire protection for
the turbine hall is also included and a recommendation regarding a change in the starting
logic of the load sequencing system and the DGs.
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APPENDIX A: AGENDA OF THE REVIEW MEETING

Tuesday, 17 January 1995

Introduction to the Bohunice-V2 PSA model
Welcome speech
Introduction of the IAEA experts
Introduction of the Bohunice NPP and Bohunice counterparts
Presentation of Bohunice-V2 PSA results

Wednesday, 18 January - Thursday, 26 January 1995
Review workshop

Friday, 27 January 1995
Presentation of review results and wrap-up meeting at the Bohunice NPP
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APPENDIX C: ABBREVIATIONS

AFW
AOV
ATWS
CCF
CCI
CDF
CF
CU
DG
ECCS
EFWS
ESFAS
ET
FT
FW
HPIS
HRA
HVAC
ISLOCA
I&C
IE
LCO
LMF
LPIS
MCP
MCR
MFW
MOV
MSIV
NPOV
RCS
RHR
RPS
RV
SG
SGTL
SGTR
SI
SLBO
SLOCA
SSD
SWS
TG

Auxiliary feedwater
Air operated valve
Anticipated transients without scram
Common cause failure
Common cause initiator
Core damage frequency
Core flooding
Core uncovery
Diesel generator
Emergency core cooling system
Emergency feedwater system
Engineered safeguard features actuation system
Event tree
Fault tree
Feedwater
High pressure injection system
Human reliability analysis
Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
Isolable small LOCA
Instrumentation and control
Initiating event
Limiting condition for operation
Loss of main feedwater
Low pressure injection system
Main cooling pump
Main control room
Main feedwater
Motor operated valve
Main steam isolation valve
Non preferred operation state
Reactor cooling system
Residual heat removal
Reactor protection system
Relief valve
Steam generator
Steam generator tube leakage
Steam generator tube rupture
Safety injection
Steam line break outside confinement
Small LOCA
Safe shutdown
Service water system
Turbine generator
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APPENDIX D: ISSUE LIST

This Appendix contains all the issues that were generated in the course of the IPERS
review. A standard format was followed. Each issue is identified according to the following
scheme:
ISSUE NUMBERS:

XXX-YYY
XXX:

Identifiers for the reviewers

sc
JM
JS
BT
RMZ

Sandor Czako
Juan Munoz
John Stewart
Bojan Tomic
Ralf-Michael Zander

JH

Jan Husarcek (observer)

YYY

: running issue number

PSA AREA NUMBERS:

PSA tasks as specified in the "Procedures for Conducting
Probabilistic Safety Assessments of Nuclear Power Plants
(Level 1)", Safety Series No. 50-P-4, IAEA, Vienna, 1992

The issues are arranged according to the reviewers.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-001
PSA Area Nos.: A18, A29

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In case of the main feedwater header break LMF(FWHB), the following damages and failures could be assumed
as induced effects of the initiating event in the feedwater supply lines:
loss of electric power supply (but no mechanical damage) to valves of the AEFW system inlet lines
to steam generators,
mechanical damage to valves that could be used for segregation of the AEFW header,
loss of electric power supply to valves and mechanical damage to valves on inlet lines of normal
feedwater supply to steam generators,
loss of electric power supply to valves and mechanical damage to valves used for segregation of the
feedwater header.
According to the generic assumptions for the event trees in the main report, SG dry-out would occur within
about 4 hours. This is the time available to restore the feedwater lines by manually opening/closing the valves
that are electrically inoperable.
If the feedwater supply is not restored within the above time window, i.e. before the SG dry-out, core damage
will occur.
A similar comment applies to the case of the feedwater line break outside containment LMF(FWLB-C).
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Detailed analysis of the sequences for this IE is recommended because they could represent a very important
potential core damage frequency contribution. Detailed analysis of human recovery actions would be required
including consideration of dependencies among the activities and components mentioned above.
1)
2)

Please explain why the possible damages mentioned above are not included in the PSA models.
What assumptions were used to evaluate the effects from these IEs?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-001
Name: Vuje

Please explain why the possible damages mentioned above are not included in the PSA models.
The possible damages mentioned are not included in the PSA due to the lack of corresponding detailed analysis.
The problem mentioned came up when the PSA model was finalized.
What assumptions were used to evaluate the effects from these IEs?
It was assumed that the occurrence frequencies of the IEs described and of their effects are very low.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
This issue is considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
Detailed analysis of the sequences for this IE is recommended because they could represent a very important
potential core damage frequency contribution.
For these sequences detailed analysis of human recovery actions would be required including consideration of
dependencies among activities and components mentioned in the issue.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: SC-002
PSA Area Nos.: A18, A29

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In case of the main steam header break SHB, the following damages and failures could be assumed as induced
effects of the initiating event in the feedwater supply lines:
Loss of electric power supply (but no mechanical damage) to all feedwater and AEFW valves if an
initiating event of the category "main steam header rupture" occurs, except for breaks in that section
of the main steam header which runs together with the main feedwater header,
Rupture of a line between the isolation valves and the main steam header. In this case loss of electric
power supply (but no mechanical damage) to all feedwater and AEFW valves could be assumed and
damage to AEFW lines in the vicinity of the steam line rupture etc.
Rupture of that section of the main steam header which runs together with the main feedwater header.
In this case the rupture of the feedwater header and of the two lines of the AEFW system could be
assumed.
According to the generic assumption for event trees in the main report and in case of the feedwater header
break, the SG dry-out would occur within a period of about 4 hours, within which the operating personnel
should restore the feedwater supply to the SGs. If the recovery action is not successful or not undertaken, then
core damage will occur.
A similar comment applies to the case of a steam line break outside the containment, SL8O.

list of Questions arising out of this Issue
Detailed analysis of the sequences for this IE is recommended because they could represent a very important
potential core damage frequency contribution.
For these sequences detailed analysis of human recovery actions would be required including considerations of
dependencies among the activities and components mentioned above.
1)

Please explain why these possible damages mentioned above are not included in the PSA models.

2)

What assumptions were used to evaluate the effects from these IEs?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-002
Name: Vuje

Please explain why these possible damages mentioned above are not included in the PSA models.
The possible damages mentioned are not included in the PSA due to the lack of corresponding detailed analysis.
The problem mentioned came up when the PSA model was finalized.
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What assumptions were used to evaluate the effects from these IEs?
It was assumed that the occurrence frequencies of the IEs described and of their effects are very low. Therefore,
the effects from this IE are not modelled.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
This issue is considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
Detailed analysis of the sequences for this IE is recommended because they could represent a very important
potential core damage frequency contribution.
For these sequences detailed analysis of human recovery actions would be required including considerations of
dependencies among activities and components mentioned in the issue.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: SC-003
PSA Area Nos.: A15

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the case of the main steam header break, at the SD(SHB)00 header, the failure to close any one of the relief
valves would lead to the uncontrolled rapid cool-down of the RCS. The operator could isolate in this case the
affected primary loop by closing Ioo2 main gate valve and thus prevent the reactor from overcooling. This
overcooling could cause a reactor vessel nozzle rupture. Similar comments apply also to the case of a steam
line break inside or outside of the containment, inadvertent opening of a SG safety relief valve, inadvertent
opening of a main steam atmospheric relief valve etc.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
It is recommended to consider this effect. What kind of assumption was made for the modelling of the scenario
described above?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-003
Name: Vuje

It is recommended to consider this effect. What kind of assumption was made for the modelling of the scenario
described above?
In case of a steam header break, the steam removal can be performed using 12 SG relief valves, one steam
dump station to the atmosphere or two steam dump stations to the condenser. It is assumed that the break is
isolated. The overcooling can occur if during the steam removal the opened valves do not close.
The isolation of the primary side is efficient only if the SG relief valves do not close. In the case when a steam
dump station to the atmosphere or condenser does not close, the isolation of the loops on the primary side would
not improve the situation but would make it worse.

ISSUE RESOLUTION

- BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.:

SC-003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
If during steam blow down the opened SG relief valves do not reclose, the operator could isolate the affected
primary loop by closing Ioo2 main gate valve and thus prevent the reactor from overcooling. This overcooling
could cause reactor vessel nozzle rupture due to embrittlement.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
It would be recommended to consider this effect.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This kind of reactor vessel nozzle rupture could be an important contributor in the PSA study.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-004
PSA Area Nos.: A15, A16

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The "losses compensated" function which could be accomplished by the hydroaccumulators, was considered only
for the large LOCAs. This function could be considered for small and medium LOCAs as well.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
What kind of thermohydraulic calculations were carried out to investigate this function for different LOCA
types?
How were the success criteria determined for the two LOCA types?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-004
Name: Vuje, Relko

What kind of thermohydraulic calculations were carried out to investigate thisJunction for different LOCA types?
How were the success criteria determined for the two LOCA types?
The following literature was used as analysis background for the core flooding function:
J. Misak : Technical report to support the procedure for loss of coolant accident liquidation, VUJE,
1990.
Safety Report for the V-2 NPP after 10 Years Operation, VUJE, 1994.
No thermohydraulic analyses were available to document that the HPI pumps can be replaced by LPI pumps
for core flooding success in the case of SLOCA and MLOCA.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
No thermohydraulic calculation was available to take into consideration the core flooding effect described above.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Explanation and detailed discussion regarding thermohydraulic analyses for small and medium LOCA cases
would be required.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: SC-005
PSA Area Nos.: A13, A1S, A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The isolable and unisolable small LOCA event trees were considered and modeled. The case of the small LOCA
not causing ECCS operation covers such losses of primary coolant which do not result in the occurrence of the
"small LOCA" protection signal if the make-up water system works properly and compensates the pressurizer
level decrease. Moreover, the leakage does not initiate the " p ^ > 1.1 bar" protection for a relatively long period
of time. A situation could be imagined in which the pressurizer level is not maintained, which leads to ECCS
operation, but the high and low pressure ECCS pumps are unavailable. Despite of the fact that the core flooding
system works, this case could cause core damage because the loss in primary coolant is not compensated and
thus the reactor dries out.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Detailed analysis of this initiating event and of the corresponding event tree is recommended because this could
represent a very important potential core damage frequency contribution. This initiating event situation could
happen rather often in normal operation. Please explain what kind of information or experience comes from
your practice regarding this situation ?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-005
Name: Vuje

Please explain what kind of information or experience comes from your practice regarding this situation?
In the model it was assumed that the make-up system can compensate only very small LOCAs (up to 7 mm).
The SLOCAs (7-20 mm) can not be compensated by the make-up system, therefore, the HPIS is needed for
compensation.
If the very small LOCA is not isolated, the HPIS is needed for the compensation of the losses because the
available water volume of the make-up system is limited. Detailed discussion is presented in the Appendix
"event tree modelling".

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolved
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-006
PSA Area Nos.: A09

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The Bohunice-V2 plant is a twin unit, which has common parts and interdependences on the secondary side:
electrical power supply of service water pumps; during normal operation the operating and stand-by
service water pump power supply comes from different units,
circulating water for the condenser,
house load steam that heats the feedwater tanks,
back-up buses (6 kV) 2BL, 2BM
This means that operation and conditions of the twin units are dependent. Justification of the related assumptions
would be required regarding the possible common cause events and recovery actions.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
What kind of boundary conditions were assumed regarding the twin unit?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-006
Name: Vuje

What kind of boundary condition were made regarding the twin unit?
The following boundary conditions were assumed related to dependencies and connections to the twin unit:
There are 6 SW pumps of Unit 3 which are modelled in the project. The Unit 4 has also 6 pumps, but
they are not included in the model.
The SW pumps of the Unit 3 are divided into three subsystems with two pumps in each subsystem.
One of the subsystem pump is in operation, the second one in standby mode. Both pumps of Subsystem
1 have electrical power supply from the Subsystem 1 Category II buses. Pumps of Subsystem 2 are
supplied from Category II buses of Subsystem 2, pumps of the Subsystem 3 are supplied from the
Category II buses of Subsystem 3.
There are no dependencies between the power supplies of Unit 3 and Unit 4 SW pumps. The situation
is the same for the CCW pumps.
Electrical power supply of Unit 3 from Unit 4 is not considered in the model.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The initial boundary conditions for the PSA study should be documented regarding the interdependences
between the twin units.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: SC-007
PSA Area Nos.: A25, A30

Statement of Issue or Background Info
A)

Only a mean value calculation was performed in the PSA. A mean value was calculated for each
component population. According to the Main Report it is stated about the component failure data that
"the upper and lower bounds were not calculated, therefore, the uncertainty analysis of the results is
not performed". On the other hand, in the Appendix 2 - Data, the component failure data were
calculated as a lognormal distribution given the mean values and the upper and lower bounds. This
means that the component data could be given as the mean value and the error factor to be used in the
quantification with the Risk Spectrum code. In this case the uncertainty analysis could be performed.

B)

In the PSA model generic and plant specific data were used. The generic data were obtained from
several sources. (Unit 1 of the J. Bohunice VI NPP, IAEA data source, Russian database for VVER440 and VVER-1000). Data from these databases should be combined together to produce a realistic
and useful database.

List of Questions arising out of this Issue
A)

Please explain why was it not possible to perform an uncertainty analysis.

B)

What kind of method was used to produce the generic data?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

A)

Issue No.: SC-007
Name: Vuje

Please explain why was it not possible to perform an uncertainty analysis.

Uncertainty analysis was not considered in the first phase of the modelling. It will be performed in the future.
B)

What kind of method was used to produce the generic data?

The generic data was taken for selected components from the following sources of generic data:
Dukovany PSA
V-l Bohunice PSA
IAEA TECDOC-749.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
A)

This issue will be considered resolved after implementation.

B)

No approach was applied to combine the component data from different sources. It is recommended
to use a data combination method for a realistic data evaluation.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The uncertainty results are necessary if the PSA is intended to be used for decision-making purposes.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-008
PSA Area Nos.: A31

Statement of Issue or Background Info
An importance and sensitivity analysis was carried out in the PSA study for the defined consequences. These
results give the importance and sensitivity values for basic events, for the parameters used and for the used
attributes as quantified by the Risk Spectrum code.
In general the PSA studies contain detailed sensitivity analyses for:
I&C and electrical components failure,
common cause failures,
human errors.
The importance of the failures mentioned above should be identified on the basis of the sensitivity studies and
qualitative analysis of the minimal cut sets.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
It is recommended to identify the importance and sensitivity values for the failures described above.
What kind of impact factors, i.e. quantification of the contribution of failures or consequences would be
considered or recommended for this current PSA model?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-008
Name: Vuje

It is recommended to identify the importance and sensitivity values for the failures described above.
There is the intention to do this type of analysis for all cases needed as the first step to create a risk monitoring
system.
What kind of impact factors, i.e. quantification of the contribution of failures or consequences would be
considered or recommended for this current PSA model?
This analysis has not yet been done and impact factors were not considered. This work could be performed if
requested by the V-2 plant.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2
Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
This issue will be considered resolved after implementation.

Issue No.: SC-008
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Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
It is recommended to perform an importance and sensitivity study with regard to selected key parameters or
impacts such as from I&C, electrical components, CCFs and human actions in order to investigate the stability
of the results.

64

ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-009
PSA Area Nos.: A15

Statement of Issue or Background Info
According to the Appendix 2: Event Tree Modelling, 1.2. Description of the generic plant accident response:
In the PSA study it is considered that the heat removal from primary to secondary side is performed in forced
or natural circulation on the primary side. The RCPs power supply is lost only in the case of total loss of offsite
power. Therefore, forced circulation can be maintained for all initiating events excluding the total loss of offsite
power and cases where the RCPs are automatically stopped or are stopped due to a failure. The RCPs are
automatically stopped by the following signals of the ESFAS:
containment overpressure
large LOCA
steam header break
Checking the success criteria in the Appendix 2: Event Tree Modelling, it is stated that the success criteria for
the SGs always consider 2 SGs in the early and late core heat removal state as well. There are event trees where
forced circulation is needed.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain, why there is always a 2 SGs success demand in all event trees, even when there are cases where
forced circulation is needed.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-009
Name: Vuje

The success criterion considered in the model is:
1 out of 6 loops in pumped circulation,
2 out of 6 loops in natural circulation.
If after an isolation process 3 loops are left closed, only 3 loops will be available for the primary to secondary
side heat removal.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
In the Appendix 2: Event Tree Modelling; Appendix: Success Criteria Tables, the success criteria for the SGs
always consider 2 SGs in early and late core heat removal as well. During a check of the event trees and fault
trees regarding this problem it was found that the logic and the failure criteria were correct.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Reviewing the written PSA study, it seems that a number of errors and typos were made in the documentation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: SC-010
PSA Area Nos.: A15, A16

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Following a small LOCA, the HP pumps will inject from HP tanks. After the tanks are empty, the
1TJ61/41/21S11 valves will open and the HP pumps will feed from the LP tanks. The LP and spray pumps are
in operation in the normal recirculation mode (from and to the LP tank). After the LP tanks are also empty,
the 1TQ63/43/23 valves will open and recirculation from the confinement sump begins.
This situation is modeled in the PSA. It has been assumed that the LP pumps will not feed to the primary circuit
because the RCS pressure will not fall to the discharge pressure of the LP pumps.
In the case when there is a recirculation from the sump, the LP and spray pumps will feed to the LP tanks. This
will result in the circulated cooling water being lost.
The second problem is, that after the LP tanks are filled up, the water will flow out and will flood the
compartments.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain, what kind of assumption was made with respect to the problem mentioned above. A detailed
analysis would be recommended for this situation.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-010
Name: Vuje

This accident scenario is not considered in the analysis.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-010

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The accident scenario mentioned in the issue was not considered in the PSA study.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Explanation and detailed discussion regarding this situation would be required. This case could be a relevant
contribution to the result.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This issue could be important for the end state, realism and usefulness of the model, and consistency with actual
plant operating experience.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-011
PSA Area Nos.: A15, A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The HP(SL)OO heading event was checked for the isolable interfacing LOCA event trees. The following
descriptions are given for the top event of fault trees regarding the event HP(SL)00 "Losses compensation":
A)

"HPI pumps will work only in injection phase as RCS losses are outside confinement without
possibility to return them back to RCS. HPI pumps will work until boron solution storage
consumption."
This means that the HP pumps mission time in this case is approximately 5 hours, until the HP tanks
and the LP tanks will be empty.

B)

In the PSA model a 24 hours mission time was considered. This assumption and the related model
represent a conservative consideration.

List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain the conservative assumption.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-011
Name:

PSA team answer not available.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-011

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The mission time problem mentioned in the issue was not considered in the PSA model.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The model and the calculation are conservative. The problem mentioned in the team response should be solved
using HOUSE events and gates in the Risk Spectrum code, without conflicting with the limitation for the
number of gates in the code.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
A more realistic model could have been achieved considering this issue. A phased mission modeling problem
should arise in this case, regarding the HP pumps operation.

68

ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: SC - 012
PSA Area Nos.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Screening values for the human error probabilities were used in the PSA model for pre-accident and for post
accident human actions.
These values seem to be in general very optimistic. In future the HEART approach will be used for the
estimation of human error probabilities.
list of Questions arising out of this Issue
1)

What kind of assumption was used to select these optimistic probabilities?

2)

The HEART approach is not a method generally used in PSA studies. Why was just that approach
chosen?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-012
Name:

PSA team answer not available.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-012

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
1)

The screening values for pre- and post accident human error probabilities are very optimistic. In the
answer it was not mentioned what were the assumptions used for the screening value selection.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
More detailed and realistic assumptions and models are needed for the selection of screening values.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-013
PSA Area Nos.: A28

Statement of Issue or Background Info
When checking the results in the PSA study, no information was found concerning the initial quantification of
the accident sequences.
The information from this initial calculation could be used for example to eliminate some insignificant event
sequences or to modify the event sequence or event tree model.
list of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain, how this calculation was performed?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-013
Name:

PSA team answer not available.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-013

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The event sequence calculation was not documented in the PSA. No information was given regarding the MCS
truncation values. Using only one truncation value could yield either an optimistic or a pessimistic result.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
There should be cases, where the results can be calculated within a short time using a very low truncation value
and the cutoff error will be lower. In this case, MCSs elimination, which could be important to the additional
calculation could be avoided (e.g. in the case of functional dependencies among systems).
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The main purpose of the quantification process is to produce results as accurate as possible, although the
required computer running time puts limits to this process. Therefore, it is recommended to make an effort of
optimalizing the quantification of fault tree MCS, event sequence MCS and end state MCS as well.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: SC-014
PSA Area Nos.: A29

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The final quantification of the accident sequence MCSs was checked. The Risk Spectrum code produces in the
evaluation statistics the max. cutoff error as well. Checking the CD frequency of the PSA study, it was found
that the MCS upper bound is 2.572E-4 and that the max. cutoff error is 1.018E-2 (the input absolute cutoff
value was 1E-12)
list of Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the justification for this high cutoff value?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-014
Name:

PSA team answer not available.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-014

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
See conclusion to Issue SC-013.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue could be resolved by detailed assumptions and appropriate use of the cutoff error and by optimalizing
the quantification.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-015
PSA Area Nos.: A19, A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The review of the fault trees (particularly the RHR tree) of the secondary side suggests that an approach to
include failures to restore components would be recommended for every valve and also for some other
components. The model of the secondary side could be very sensitive on how the maintenance is actually done.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
What assumption was used in the fault trees to include unavailabilities due to failures to restore?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-015
Name:

PSA team answer not available.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-015

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
(List Conclusions)
The issue was related to the post accident case. The post accident recovery actions were not considered in the
PSA model.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The post accident recovery actions need to be analyzed in more detail.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: SC-016
PSA Area Nos.: A14, A15

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the large and medium LOCA cases the ECCS heat exchangers could be blocked by air. When the
containment pressure is > 1.8 bar and in the sump there is still no water, then in case of a leakage of the
closed valves in the sump line, the heat exchangers could be blocked by air.
list of Questions arising out of this Issue
What kind of assumption was taken with regard to this point?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-016
Name:

PSA team answer not available.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-016

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Related to periodical test and maintenance, it could happen that the MOVs are not completely reclosed.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The issue should be resolved by detailed analysis of the problem.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : SC-017
PSA Area No. : A15

Statement of Issue or Background Info
1.

The main contributions to the total frequency of the end state SHIVER are the failure to reclose
secondary main steam atmospheric relief valves, failure to close main condenser relief valves and
failure to close SG relief valves.

2.

The frequency of the SHIVER end state is high. If this frequency is not supported by the actual plant
operating experience, it could cause a significant inadequacy in the PSA study.

Some fraction of SHIVER may result in core damage. Also the following events could occur:
- reactor vessel overcooling that could cause reactor vessel nozzle rupture (see Issue SC-003).
- reduced secondary heat removal after successful isolation on the secondary side.
Considering the SG isolation in the PSA model, it is possible to account for the first contribution without any
additional thermohydraulic analysis.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
1)

Why does the study not include closure of SG isolation valves to mitigate the impacts from stuck-open
main atmospheric relief valves, main condenser relief valves and SG relief valves?

2)

Please give a comment to question 2. above.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: SC-017
Name:

Several problems related to SHIVER can be solved by human interaction, for example, isolation of SG with
stuck-open relief valves, isolation of half of steam headers with stuck-open steam dump station to the
atmosphere or condenser, isolation of the steam line break etc.
However, if the isolation is not successful, the problem is not solved. For example a steam line break can be
isolated by the quick acting isolation valves automatically. If it is not done, the SHB should be isolated. If this
is also not successful the problem of SHIVER is arising and for identification of consequences thermohydraulic
analyses are needed. The situation is similar in case of SHIVERs which occur following operation of the
auxiliary feedwater system or if the turbines fail to trip.

ISSUE RESOLUTION

- B0HUNICE-V2

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
See summary of conclusions, Issue SO003.

Issue No.:

SC-017
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
These human interactions mentioned above should be considered and detailed thermohydraulic analyses should
be established.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
See summary of conclusions, Issue SC-003.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-001
PSA Area Nos.: A15

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the event trees the function SDOO, "secondary circuit steam removal", includes both the failure to open
valves on the secondary side and the failure to close the valves that have opened. However, failure to close
results in SHIVER as final consequence. Therefore, SHIVER seems to correspond exclusively to the failure to
close the valves. On the other hand, the failure to open the valves on the secondary side could induce the
opening of valves on the primary side and this will not be a SHIVER consequence.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain in detail the basis for the modelling of the function described above in this manner.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.:
Name:

JM-001

It is assumed in the model that the failure to open (simultaneous failure of all SG relief valves, of both steam
dump stations to the atmosphere and all steam dump stations to the condensers) will lead to the loss of
secondary side integrity. The probability of such event is negligible due to the high number of valves that can
be used for heat removal via the secondary side.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The assumption made for the failure to open valves on the secondary side could be considered adequate
taking into account the limited thermohydraulic analyses available to assess specific scenarios after the
heading event failure for "secondary circuit steam removal". Nevertheless, the induced loss of secondary side
integrity assumed after the failure to open all SG relief valves, steam dump stations to the atmosphere and
all steam dump to condenser may result in some controversial requirements for this heading in different
event trees. When the initiating event characteristics produce a relief of pressure by itself, for example, due
to a steam line break, there is no need for the opening of the secondary side valves or dump stations with
the same criteria than that in a more general transient due to the overcooling effect.
It is agreed that the number of possible pathways existing on the secondary side is large enough to assume
that the probability of the failure to open is negligible. Therefore this aspect can be removed from the overall
function.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Due to the high number of valves, which can be used for the secondary side heat removal, it is considered
adequate to discard the failure to open the valves on the secondary side from the SD heading event.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HVNICE-V2

Issue Number: JM-002
PSA Area Nos.: A15, A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In some of the event trees EFW is included in the function of heat removal from the RCS ((MFWS.EFWS) or
(EFWS) headings). If it fails, the residual heat removal function has to be successful to arrive at a SSD (safe
shutdown state) consequence in the sequences. Because this heading also includes the EFW, with the same
success criteria, it seems to be impossible to arrive at a SSD consequence.
In the event trees with loss of main feedwater, where the EFW is the only available system to perform the heat
removal from RCS to the secondary side (EFWS heading), when this is successful, it is not necessary to include
the EFW in the residual heat removal function.
Finally, in the unisolated feed water break event tree, where the MFW and the EFW are unavailable, the
success of the residual heat removal function is not possible, because it requires the EFW system.

List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain in detail the basis for the modelling of the EFW in the residual heat removal function, when the
heat removal from the RCS to the secondary side function has failed or is unavailable.
Please explain also what is the reason to include the EFW system in the residual heat removal function when
it is known from a previous heading that this system is operational.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-002
Name:

The EFW system is used to feed the SGs for the cooldown process until the SGs operate in water-water heat
exchange mode. In case of failure of EFW systems, the AFW system is used to feed the SGs, but this system
is not added to the RHR fault tree. On the basis of above comments we will modify the RHR fault trees.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The related headings must be modified.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-003
PSA Area Nos.: A14

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the event tree for isolable interfacing LOCA (IIFSL.1) appears the heading "reactor power reduction to
83%". This function is required when the manual reactor shutdown (by the operator) has failed.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain in detail the basis for the modelling of this heading in the event tree. This heading is not included
in the top event description of fault trees in Section 2.3.5 of the Appendix 2.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-003
Name:

The initiating event is a isolable interfacing LOCA isolated. If the reactor is not shutdown manually the reactor
power reduction to 83 % is performed by the power control system automatically. The failure of the power
control system will lead to ATWS. This event needs more detailed thermohydraulic analysis. On the basis of
the analysis the event tree can be modified.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
In the situation represented in the event tree, if the crew does not manually trip the reactor after the correct
isolation of the LOCA, according to the general emergency instructions, the function power reduction to 83 %
will be performed. Therefore, there seems to be no need for the reactor trip because the plant is in a NPOS
final state after the automatic system actuation. But if the power reduction is not performed why does the
sequence end in ATWS?. It seems that later in the sequence, when the situation becomes worse, the signals for
actuation of the reactor protection system will arrive from various sources. No credit was given to the possibility
that the automatic actuation of the reactor protection system will shutdown the reactor.
In this particular case it is recommended to consider the function PC83OO before the automatic actuation of the
reactor protection system.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The ATWS sequences are dominated by the human failure to manually scram the reactor. This result is caused
by the way of modelling in a single heading the requirement for the manual actuation of the reactor protection
system when the emergency instructions states to manually trip the reactor. This kind of modelling is not
realistic because sooner or later it seems that an automatic signal will arrive to the reactor protection system
and will trip the reactor even if the crew has not performed the manual action. It was agreed by the PSA team
that this heading will be removed from the trees and instead a heading for the automatic actuation of the reactor
protection system will be used.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JM-004
PSA Area Nos.: A12, A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The general assumption Nl states "In the event of total loss of feedwater, it is assumed that after 4 hours the
SGs will boil dry. If the reactor is not cooled sufficiently ( for example, using feed & bleed), the tubes of the
SGs will be ruptured. This will create a LOCA from the primary to secondary side and the confinement will
be bypassed".
The general assumption N3 states "If the pressurizer safety relief valves do not open on demand, it is assumed
that the SG tubes will be ruptured, as the most susceptible area of the primary circuit".
list Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain why in all the different feed & bleed event trees the end state for all the unsuccessful sequences
is CD. According to the general assumptions 1 and 3 some of the sequences should go to a LOCA from the
primary to secondary side.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-004
Name:

In the F&8 event trees it is assumed that the SG tubes will be ruptured in several SGs and therefore it is
assumed that core damage will occur. The accident sequence leading to the primary to secondary LOCA would
only be appropriate in case of a single SG failure. The assumption Nl and N3 will be modified.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The related assumptions must be modified.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JM-005
PSA Area Nos.: A16, A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the event trees for steam line breaks compensation of water losses is required. The HPIS or WMS
compensates the shrinkage in the primary coolant volume caused by the overcooling. For the event trees related
to breaks in the main feedwater lines, where the SG's dry out, this heading is not included.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain the reason for this different treatment. If there are thermohydraulic calculations to support the
modelling, please provide them.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-005
Name:

The compensation of the losses in the event "feedwater line break between the SG and Check valve" is also
needed. The shrinkage of the primary coolant volume caused by the overcooling will also occur. This event tree
will be modified.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JM-006
PSA Area Nos.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The human reliability analysis was conducted using a very simplified approach with only two generic screening
values.
It is felt that such simplified approach may be not fully appropriate for a modern PSA project.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain why such simplified approach was selected for the PSA.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-006
Name:

In the next phase of the study a more detailed human reliability analysis will be performed. The screening
values used in the present study will be replaced by new (more exact) human error probabilities.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE- V2

Issue No.: JM-006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Because human actions have a very important impact on the PSA results, an analysis according to what is more
usual in todays PSAs is considered necessary.
The change of the screening values for new ones is not the solution. The key point of the issue is to perform
a human reliability analysis based on a well accepted procedure that permits to develop the various tasks of the
human reliability analysis as adequate as possible.
The main important aspects to be covered by the human reliability analysis should be the following:
1.

Definition of rules for the identification and modelling of the human actions in the different PSA
models including an initial dependence analysis.

2.

Screening values for the initial quantification

3.

Detailed analysis for important human actions in the final quantification.

4.

Analysis of recovery actions and final dependency analysis for the quantification of the final PSA
results.

5.

Documentation.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-007
PSA Area Nos.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The identification process for post-accident human actions (Type C) in the event trees and system models
appears incomplete. For example, the secondary side pressure control for primary side cooldown was not
found.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain what was the process for identification and inclusion of the post-accident human actions in the
models and how do you assess the completeness of the work.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-007
Name:

The post-accident human actions were identified within the event/fault tree construction process. The control
of the secondary side pressure for primary side cooldown is modelled in the RHR system.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The case given in the "statement of the issue or background information", was only an example to show that
no comprehensive set of specific rules is used for the identification of the human actions to be modelled in the
event trees. The actions modeled in the RHR system (through the technological condenser) related to the control
of the secondary side pressure for primary side cooldown states only the opening of the valves that connect the
steam lines filled with water by the EFW, to the technological condenser. These valves are also used by the
EFW to cooldown the reactor. The actions are modeled in each train with different designators and for that
reason they appear combined in minimal cutsets of at least second order (see Issue JM-011). After opening the
valves the crew has either to start the automatic control for the cooldown of the plant or to actuate them
manually. In some cases the crew will maintain manually the level control of the SGs during the EFW phase
due to the difficult use of the automatic level control of the SGs when the incoming flow is low compared with
the one at normal operation. All these aspects give the impression that something more than the opening of a
few valves in different trains has to be included in the models.
There are other examples of the incompleteness in the identification process, see Issues JM-014 and JM-019.
As the Bohunice V2 NPP has only general emergency instructions and no detailed step by step type emergency
procedures, the identification process for the post-accident Type C human actions is very dependent on the
interpretation of the general emergency instructions by the crews and their experience from operation. Therefore
an interactive relation between system analysts and plant crews seems to be necessary to accomplish the
identification process.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The identification of all relevant human actions is one of the most important tasks in the human reliability
analysis. This identification needs to be completely accomplished in order to make a correct assessment.
The issue will be considered resolved after the implementation of a set of consistent rules for the identification
of human actions in the PSA.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-008
PSA Area Nos.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The basic events in the models that represent the pre-accident human actions (Type A) seem to be only the ones
designated as "human error during maintenance".
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain what was the process for identification and inclusion of the pre-accident human actions in the
models.
Please also explain why there are no miscalibration errors of sensors and setpoint devices considered.
How was a wrong position or status of components considered in the human reliability analysis which might
exist after manipulation, tests, maintenance or operational realignments?
How did you analyze the impact of verification and functional checks for components on the unavailability of
the basic events that represent the pre-accident human actions?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-008
Name:

The human errors during maintenance are modelled on the subsystem level of the front line systems (see for
example the fault tree of the HP system). The reason of this modelling is that during a maintenance the whole
subsystem is unavailable.
Miscalibration errors of sensors were not considered due to the high number of sensors used for monitoring a
single parameter (for example a parameter in the ESFAS is monitored by 18 sensors).
The probability for wrong position is added to the human error probability modelled on the subsystem level.
No credit is given to verification and functional checks of components in the time between two tests. From this
point of view this is a conservative approach.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-008

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Type A human actions are performed during normal plant operation and have a potential to cause the
unavailability or failure of a component or system when they are required to operate. These actions are typically
related to maintenance, test, realignment or calibration tasks.
The basic events in the models that represent the pre-accident human actions (Type A) are only the ones
designated as "human error during maintenance". It should be read as human error after maintenance. But there
are other kind of pre-accident human actions (Type A) such as wrong position of components after test,
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operational realignment or calibration and also miscalibration errors on sensors and setpoint devices that should
be analyzed, including possible dependencies between them and the impact of the verification and functional
check on the unavailability of the components.
Specifically important is the common cause type miscalibration error on sensors and setpoint devices because
it can fail multiple trains of various systems.
Finally, the basic events related to pre-accident human actions (Type A) should take into consideration the
impact of the verification and functional checks on the unavailability of the components, because this will affect
to the PSA results.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JM-009
PSA Area Nos.: A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The procedure-based post-accident human actions (type C) were only quantified using a single screening value
of 3E-2. This kind of actions have a strong dependency upon:
1)
2)
3)

available time;
median time required to perform the different actuations, and
the specific behavior needed to complete the action.

The use of a single value for all the procedure-based post-accident human actions is not usual in a modern PSA.
This kind of approach may not be conservative for all the human actions modeled in the PSA if the screening
process does not take into account some time-correlation and actuation behaviors.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain why such simplified approach was chosen for the quantification of the proceduralized postaccident human actions and indicate the source for this screening value.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-009
Name:

A more detailed human error analysis will be performed in the next phase of the modelling.
The pre- and post-accident human errors screening values were taken from the SAIC (Science Application
International Cooperation) human error analysis guide.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
A more realistic assessment of the human actions will strongly affect the final results of the PSA.
The SAIC (Science Application International Cooperation) human error analysis guide should be included in
the references.
If the screening values for human errors taken from the SAIC (Science Application International Cooperation)
human error analysis guide are median values, they have to be converted to mean values and the new values
should be used for the requantification of the models.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JM-010
PSA Area Nos.: A33

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The description of the human reliability analysis consists of only one page in the main report of the PSA. Some
other information is provided in the event trees and systems reports. A more detailed and specific documentation
of the work performed is usual in modern PSA.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
A detailed documentation of the human reliability analysis is necessary for the correct assessment and use of
the work performed. This applies in particular to the rules for the identification and modeling of the human
actions and the assumptions made.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-010
Name:

Such appendix will be established in the next phase of the modelling, when a detailed human reliability analysis
will be performed.

ISSUE RESOLUTION

- B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.:

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

JM-010

ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JM-OU
PSA Area Nos.: A20, A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info
It seems that there was no assessment of dependencies between human actions in the PSA. At the fault tree level
basic events like AFSOVMH-RR31SO1, AFSOVMH-RR72SO1, AFSOVMH-RR33SO1, AFSOVMHRR74SO1, AFSOVMH-RR35SO1, AFSOVMH-RR76SO1 are suspected to be strongly dependent. They
correspond to the opening of the AFW discharge valves to each SG. At a sequence level human actions like the
ones in the headings MF(FWL-I,MN)00 and MF(FWH-I,MN)00 of the LMF(FWLB-C) event tree, seem to
have also a strong dependency. The first one is the isolation of the feedwater line by the operator and the second
one is the isolation of the main feedwater header by operator, in case of failure of the previous action. A similar
dependency is suspected for the isolation headings MC in the LOCA and SGTR event trees.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain why the assessment of the dependencies was not completely done or what kind of assumptions
were taken in that respect.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-OU
Name:

Dependencies between human errors exists. Therefore, the approach used for the valves RR31S01-RR76S01
will be modified in the model. The other dependencies between human interactions, which can exist in the
models, will be reanalyzed.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-011

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The issue intended to point out the fact that the dependencies in human interactions were not taken into account
in the overall PSA. The cases presented were only examples, to modify these examples is not the solution. The
key point is to carry out a systematic dependence analysis for all the human action which are modelled or should
been modelled in the study. It is strongly recommended to perform a dependence analysis for the human actions.

The correct identification and incorporation of the dependencies in the PSA models is a very important aspect
that could affect significantly the results.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-012
PSA Area Nos.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info
No detailed analysis of the procedure-based post-accident human actions and recoveries was done in the PSA.
The inclusion of the detailed analysis of the procedure-based post-accident human actions and the recovery
actions in the minimal cutsets permits to obtain more realistic results. This is also very important for the correct
interpretation of the results.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain why the detailed analysis of the procedure-based post-accident human actions and the recovery
actions were not included in the study.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-012
Name:

The reason for not including a detailed human error analysis was a time schedule problem for the study. In the
next phase of the study such detailed analysis will be done.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-012

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The detailed analysis of the procedure-based post-accident human actions and of the recovery actions will
strongly affect the results.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-013
PSA Area Nos.: A15, AH

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Some of the headings in the event trees have no requirement with regard to the time to complete the actions that
are considered. An example is the heading for isolation of the very small leakage in the very small isolable
LOCA ET. This situation makes that the event tree not fully representative for all the sequences. If the operator
stops the leak after several hours in the sequence and the WMS fails, some confinement overpressure may occur
and the HPIS will start. This situation is similar to the one presented in the small isolable LOCA when the
isolation is successful, but different to the one in the very small isolable LOCA. Finally depending on the time
when the isolation is performed, the recirculation phase of the HPIS may not be required.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain why some headings have no time requirements regarding their boundary conditions. This issue
is also very important for the assignment of values for the post-accident human actions.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-013
Name:

The comment that the ETs are not fully representative for all cases is correct. For example, if a break isolation
takes to longer (several hours) in case of a very small LOCA, the HP pumps will start. However, in the model
it is assumed that the break isolation will be performed before the start of HP. The problem is that the time
boundaries should be defined for the heading in the ET which was not possible for several cases due to the lack
of TH analysis. We agree that this issue is very important from the point of view of post-accident human error
probability calculation.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-013

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The modelling of the plant response to postulated initiating events is influenced by the lack of best estimate
thermohydraulic calculations for the determination of the boundary conditions in which the systems have to be
actuated and operate. In many cases, the modelling was based on the conservative information from the safety
report or on engineering judgement.
Some of the headings in the event trees have no requirement as regarding the time to complete the actions that
are defined. Due to this the sequences do no include or represent all the possible situations. It is necessary to
perform best-estimate thermohydraulic calculation to define the boundary condition of the sequences.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-014
PSA Area Nos.: A15, A16

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the event trees without break in the RCS or when the break can be compensated by the high pressure
injection system, the level in the pressurizer will be recovered. For the sequences to end in a cold shutdown
condition it seems necessary to stop the high pressure injection system.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain if it is possible to arrive to a shutdown condition with the HPIS running.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-014
Name:

Stopping the HPIS was not considered. For achieving the cold shutdown state, the HPI should be stopped. This
will be added to the model.

ISSUE RESOLUTION

- BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.:

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

JM-014
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-015
PSA Area Nos.: A12, A29

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The total core damage frequency for the PSA (per unit) is estimated to be 2.40E-4/year in the main report. This
value only correspond to one of the possible damage states. In particular ATWS and SHIVER are not
incorporated into the total core damage frequency. It is usual to include all possible damage states that could
lead to core damage in the final results.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain why the results only include one core damage state. It is known for example that some of the
ATWS and SHIVER sequences will end up as core damage.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-015
Name:

The CD frequency is 2.4E-4 per year. A contribution to this frequency may be caused by ATWS and SHIVER
sequences for example. The identification of this contribution will be performed by TH analysis.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-015

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The total core damage frequency for the unit is indicated in the very beginning of the main report in Chapter
9. However the total core damage frequency only takes into account one of the possible core damage states that
are considered in the study and the other consequence states than can have some contribution to the final value,
in particular ATWS, SHIVER or even PARTIAL CORE UNCO VERY (JM-017) are not mentioned. It is
strongly recommended to point out this fact just before or after the result is presented to show clearly how the
value and results have to be interpreted.
The ATWS plant damage state has a significant value in the results of 1.62E-3/year. This may be less important
after implementation of the changes motivated by this mission (see also JM-003). Nevertheless it is
recommended to carry out a detailed analysis for ATWS situations because some of the ATWS scenarios will
end up in core damage and therefore they have to be considered in the total core damage frequency.
The SHIVER plant damage state intends to take into account situations than can lead to a rapid cooldown of
the primary side via the secondary side. There are, for example, not isolated steam breaks, reactor trip without
turbine trip or the use of AFW to feed the SGs. In all of these cases the integrity of the SG tubes can be
challenged. The contribution to the final results is 6.53E-3/year. It is recommended to carry out a detailed
analysis for SHIVER situations because some of the SHIVER scenarios will end up in core damage and
therefore they have to be considered in the total core damage frequency.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolve after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE- V2

Issue Number: JM-016
PSA Area Nos.: A12, A16

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Some event trees have sequences that arrive to a final state without the success or failure of the Reactor Scram
(1TG). In these event trees there are headings, which include an automatic system or a human action that is
placed before of the Reactor Scram. Only the failure of these headings after the supposed initiating event
requires the reactor trip.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain why these events are included in the event trees.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-016
Name:

The reason for this is the definition:
An IE is an event which initiates reactor trip or causes initiation of a rapid power decrease.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-016

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
To model a NPOS (Non-Preferred Operating State) ending state in the event trees is unusual in a standard PSA.
The main reason is that the NPOS sequences are more related with plant availability than with PSA plant safety
concerns.
The combination of the triggering effect and the failure of the system for automatic rapid power decrease or
a human action, is the normal initiating event that leads to the actuation of the reactor protection system. This
is the real PSA safety concern and the normal starting point for the event trees where the safety functions are
considered.
The (correct) inclusion of some availability related headings in the event trees prior to the safety related
headings does not affect to the final results, but only makes the event trees more complicated.
It recommended to add comments in the main report, to clearly indicate what are availability related sequences
and headings and PSA safety related ones.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JM-017
PSA Area Nos.: A12

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the event trees for Steam Generator Tube Leakage, Ruptures and Steam Breaks, the failure of the "Losses
Compensated" function (heading) ends up in Partial Core Uncovery consequence (CU).
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain what are the bases for defining the CU as a separate consequence category.
Please also explain what are the differences between Core Damage and Partial Core Uncovery.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-017
Name:

CU is assumed for scenarios which are not sufficiently severe to cause core damage.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-017

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
A judgement on whether a partial core uncovery during a sequence is or is not a core damage event, requires
the use of best-estimate thermohydraulic analysis. This is even more difficult if the systems that are needed for
control or recovery of the coolant inventory are lost in the sequence. Therefore it is recommended to consider
CU as a core damage plant state or perform thermohydraulic calculation to support the use of this end state.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUN1CE-V2

Issue Number: JM-018
PSA Area Nos.: A15

Statement of Issue or Background Info
For the event trees that have sequences that end with an unisolable interfacing LOCA, it is necessary to achieve
the shutdown state (SSD) before exhausting the water available for the HPIS. The event tree should in principle
account for such condition.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain how do you take into account this situation.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-018
Name:

If the SSD state is not achieved by RHR before exhausting the water for the HPIS, a CD consequence will
occur (in this field more detailed analysis is needed). In the present model it is assumed that cooldown is
possible before exhausting the HPI water.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-018

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Some of the headings in the event trees have no requirement as regarding the time to complete the actions that
are defined. As a result the sequences do no include or represent all the possible situations (see Issue JM-013).
It is necessary to perform best-estimate thermohydraulic calculation to define the boundary conditions of the
sequences. This issue is also very important for the assignment of values for the post-accident human actions.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JM-019
PSA Area Nos.: A15, A16

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the event trees for steam generator related initiating events when the affected steam generator is not isolated,
it seems necessary to add an additional heading after the decrease of the RCS pressure below pressure of the
affected steam generator to stop the leak. This heading must consider stop of flow from the HPIS to avoid
possible overfilling of the affected steam generator and related steam lines. This situation can produce a
interfacing LOCA due to the consequential break of steam lines.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
Explain why this heading was not considered.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-019
Name:

Stopping of the HP in this situation is not consistent with operational procedures for liquidation of failure states.
Consideration will be given to add such heading to the event tree, because there is a risk of overpressurization
of the secondary side, which then can lead to opening of the relief valves and to a rapid loss of coolant. As a
consequence CD would occur. However, such modification in the ETs will be only possible after changing the
procedures for liquidation of the accident.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JM-019

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The situation presented in this issue intended to point out the fact that when the steam generator related initiating
events are not isolated after aggressive depressurization of the primary side to equalize its pressure with the
secondary side, the HPIS system must be stopped. Otherwise the HPIS system will repressurize the RCS and
consequently the affected SG is not isolated. The SG valves will be required to open and there is the possibility
of overfilling the affected SG which will in turn produce a discharge of water through the SG valves with the
consequential increase of the failure probability or even a break of the steam line connected to the affected SG.
As stated in the answer of the PSA team, it appears that there is no action included in the emergency
instructions to stop the high pressure injection. Therefore it is not possible to generate a new heading in the
event trees because this action must be considered as a recovery action. It is agreed that if such a kind of step
is included in the emergency instructions this heading should be added to the event trees. Otherwise the related
event trees must reflect the fact that if the affect SG is not isolated the consequence will be core damage.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JS-001
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The SWS is provided with head tanks - the purpose of which is believed to be to provide SWS cooling to the
DGs following a loss of electrics to the SWS pumps for the limited time before the DGs provide the required
power. A failure to achieve this gravity cooling flow from the tanks may result in damage to the DGs,
preventing their continued operation.
It appears that this feature has not been modeled in the fault trees.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why has the gravity coolant feed to the DGs not been modeled in the fault trees?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-001
Name:

The head tank unavailability is not considered in the analysis. This is a passive system with very low failure
probability. The head tank is not used for cooling but only for flooding of pipe lines. During the starting period
(2 min) the DGs do not need this gravity based cooling. However, there is a possibility for failure of the SWS
pumps due to air in the pipes. The head tank should prevent this event.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Although the SWS head tanks are not necessary to ensure cooling of the DGs, it has become apparent that they
are necessary to prevent that the SWS pumps are locked by air, which, if it occurs would prevent their operation
following restoration of electrical supplies.
It is agreed that failure of the passive head tank is unlikely, however, a more credible failure is that of the check
valve in the line from the tank to fail to open (or less likely to become blocked). The consequences of such a
failure is "no water from the SWS pumps" of one train.
Further discussions with the PSA team has resulted in them agreeing to model the failure of this check valve
to open.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
This issue will be considered resolved after inclusion of the failure to open of the check valves down stream
of each SWS head tank.
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Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This change to the model will increase the unavailability of each train of the SWS following a loss of electrics,
determined by the failure probability of the check valves described above which in turn depends on the test
interval for these valves. This may have a significant effect on the total loss of one train of the SWS.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JS-002
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
SWS
Nonnally open valves 04.7.216.1 and 54.7.216.1 have the potential to shut off SWS cooling to the majority of
the users if they fail to the closed position. Such failure modes have not been included in the model.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why has the "failure to remain open" failure mode of the valves described above not been included in the
model?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-002
Name:

The failure to remain open of the valves mentioned above will be added to the PSA model.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
This issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The spurious closure of these valves will result in a loss of one train of SWS to multiple users. It is estimated
that the probability of this event is of the order of l.OxlO"4 based on other values used in the SWS trees. The
consequences of the event can be considered to be similar to the event "no water from one train of SWS
pumps". This change may therefore significantly increase the probability of a loss of SWS to multiple users.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE- V2

Issue Number: JS-003
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
SWS
The valve 04.5.02.1 (SWS supply line to RHR pumps) is shown as being required to open to line up the SWS
to the pumps. This is a motor operated valve, but the signal is to be generated by the operator from the MCR.
The only failure mode modeled for this valve is a failure to remain open. Failures to open and an operator
failure to open the valve should have been modeled as well.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why is the above valve modeled as being in the normally open position?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-003
Name:

The codes 04.5.02.1-3 are pumps. The valves in the SWS supply line to RHR pumps (04.7.215.1-3) are
normally open. Therefore a failure to remain open is modeled.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
There has been much subsequent discussion between the PSA analysts and plant personnel as to the normal
position of these valves. It has not been resolved whether they are normally open or normally closed. If they
are found to be normally closed then the modeling will be modified to include operator actions and valve failure
mode to open.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved on determination of the correct plant line-up and, if necessary,
implementation of the above modeling changes.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
If the correct plant line-up has not been modeled, then the unreliability of RHRS will have been underestimated.
Inclusion of the common operator error, that is applicable to all trains of SWS, may result in a significant
effect.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JS-004
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Generally the failure to change states are modeled in the SWS model. No account is taken of "passive" failures,
e.g., blockage or leakage.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why is blockage of the SWS not modeled as being a contributor to a loss of SWS flow? Especially of concern
are the inlet strainers to the SWS pumps and the DGs upstream filters.
Why is pipework leakage not modeled as a contributor to a loss of SWS flow?
Why is valve or component leakage not modeled as a contributor to loss of SWS flow?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-004
Name:

The pipework leakages are not considered in the PSA model due to their low failure rates. The valve and
component leakages are involved in the component failure rate.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The blockage issue is not addressed by the analysis team, however it is probably acceptable to exclude it on the
basis of low probability.
The concern with respect to leakage was that leakage from one system resulting in a loss of cooling to the
technical condensers would be mitigated against by cross connecting two trains of the SWS and thereby also
losing the second train. Review of the initiating frequencies has shown that the initiating frequency for loss of
two trains of SWS is 4.7xl0 3 which will dominate the probability of leakage from the SWS.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
These issues are considered to be resolved.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No action required.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JS-005
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
There appears to be inconsistency between the modeling of valves. In certain fault trees valves are modeled as
having two mechanical failure modes:
1.

failing to change position (open/close)

2.

failing to remain in the required position

In other trees only the first failure mode is modeled.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why has this different approach to the modeling of valve failures been adopted?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-005
Name:

The mechanical failure "the valve fails to remain in the required position" will be added to the model in all
cases, where it is missing (for a 24 h mission time). The valves in the minimal bypass line are excluded.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
This issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The implications of this change will depend on the specific modeling of each system. Some areas will be more
important than others, e.g., see Issue JS-002.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JS-006
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the SWS fault trees the event "no feeding from bus" is modeled as a base event, since circular logic would
occur when modeling the DGs (from their reliance on SWS). This base event is used both where the power
supplies are supplied from the DGs and where they can be supplied from the 220 kV or DGs.
It would appear that one base event is being used to model different plant requirements.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why is one base event used in the SWS fault trees to model supply from the BV bus for the cases when 220
kV or DGs may provide the supply and when the supply is only available from the DGs.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-006
Name:

The SWS fault tree will be modified for the case where the electrical supply is from 220 kV or DGs.

ISSUE RESOLUTION

- BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.:

JS-006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This issue is of low importance since the current modeling in the fault tree should be conservative.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JS-007
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The air compressor system is required to provide air supply to safety critical components (e.g. HPIS quick
opening discharge valves), however there is no modeling of this system within the PSA.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why has the air compressor system not been included in the model?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-007
Name:

See response to Issue JS-008

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The response to Issue JS-008 reports that there is sufficient high pressure air stored in the accumulators for
operating safety related valves for several actuations and that the accumulators are considered as part of the
safety system valve. As such the high pressure air system is not considered as a safety relevant system.
This approach is considered to be acceptable if the following two statements are true:
1.

All of the failure modes of the accumulator and associated valves are included in the safety system
valve failure. Claimed to be true in response to Issue JS-008.

2.

The high pressure air accumulators of safety related valves are independent from each other, i.e., a
failure of one accumulator only results in the failure of one valve. Following discussion with the
analysis team this was found to be the situation.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue is resolved.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No implications.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JS-008
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
HPIS
The fast acting discharge valves are air operated valves. The modeling of these valves which is restricted to
failure to open considers failure of motor operated valves. However, the success of the valve to open is
dependent on the success of the control system supplying air to the valve. This control system contains solenoid
valves, air accumulators, etc.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
Why have the pneumatic control systems to the HPIS fast acting discharge valves not been modeled in the PSA?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-008
Name:

The pneumatic control system of a single valve has air supply for several openings of the valves. Therefore,
the air supply to the valve is not analyzed. The possible leakages of the pneumatic system is included in the
component failure rate.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-008

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Since no two safety system valves are operated from the same accumulator the above explanation is acceptable.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue is resolved.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No implications.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE- V2

Issue Number : JS-009
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Each train of the HPIS is tested on a monthly basis. However, it appears that there is no contribution to system
unavailability from this testing.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why has the unavailability of the HPIS due to system testing not been included in the fault trees?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-009
Name:

The testing contribution is negligible. If during the testing demand is placed on the pump the quick acting valves
will open automatically and the running pump can supply water to the primary circuit.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The additional concern to that answered above is that given a demand on the HPIS which requires it to
recirculate from the confinement sump following emptying of the tanks, if the testing valve is left open, water
will be lost to the HPIS tank, such that recirculation will not be able to continue.
Further discussions with the analysts indicated that they would expect the operator to isolate the testing valve
when a demand occurs for HPIS (with a reliability of 3 x 10"2 per demand). The probability of HPIS being on
test is less than 5xlO'3 and as such the probability of loss of recirculation is of the order of 10* per demand for
HPIS.
Other contributors to the loss of recirculation give a probability of greater than 10"2 per demand, and as such
it is agreed that the contribution from this scenario is insignificant.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
This issue is considered to be resolved.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No action required.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JS-010
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The maintenance of the electrical supply to the HPIS (and LPIS) system has not been modeled as contributing
to the HPIS unavailability in the PSA.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why has the contribution to the unavailability of the HPIS (and LPIS) from maintenance of the electrical supply
system not been included in the model?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHVNICE-V2

Issue No.:JS-010
Name:

According to the maintenance database the electrical supply maintenance contribution is negligible in comparison
with other maintenance contributors. The maintenance contribution from emergency power supply (DGs) is
considered.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-010

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
(List Conclusions)
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The explanation from the analysis team is accepted.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No action required.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JS-OU
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The modeling of signals is not consistent throughout the model. In some instances the signal is modeled as a
base event with an assumed probability of failure (the value appears to be always lE-4/demand). In other
instances the signal is modeled in detail and includes sensors, power supplies, etc.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the justification for modeling some of the signals as basic events instead of modeling them in detail?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-011
Name:

Several signals in the model are not analyzed using fault trees. Their failure probabilities are assessed by
engineering judgment.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-011

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The response to this issue is not acceptable.
There may exist dependencies between, say, the power supplies to the signals which are modeled by the basic
event approach, which will not have been highlighted by the engineering judgment approach.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The modeling of signals should be such that any potential dependencies are included, i.e., they should all be
modeled using fault trees.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
Although this issue could affect the calculated risk and the results of the importance analysis, it will probably
not have a significant impact due to the three trains of redundancy in ESFAS.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JS-012
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The fault tree "No EFWS water on SGI (and others) inlet" models the failure of the control valve to open and
the failure of the signal to open the valve. There is no consideration of the reliability of the valve and control
system to maintain an acceptable level in the SG. Since only one signal is taken from each SG to its
corresponding control valve this may have an effect on the reliability to supply feedwater. In addition there may
be some power supply dependencies between the signals for the different SGs.
The isolation valve to the main feedwater control valve has not been modeled as a failure event. What are the
consequences of this valve remaining open? If the flow can then be controlled by the MFW control valve then
there is some redundancy in the system which has not been modeled. If it is not acceptable for this valve to be
left open then its failure should be included.
In addition, the reliability of the valves down stream of the control valves to remain open is not modeled. This
is probably not a significant contributor.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the justification for not modeling the control of flow to the SG?
Why has the isolation valve in the main feed control line not been modeled?
Why have the failures to remain in position not been modeled for the valves down stream of the control valves?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-012
Name:

The power supply dependencies for the different SGs are considered.
The MFW line to SGs (with control and isolation valve) is not considered as a redundant line for the emergency
feedwater supply of SGs because it is assumed that following the trip of the last MFW pump the valves will
be closed automatically.
The valves down stream of the control valves to remain open is not modeled, because this is an event with low
probability.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-012

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Further discussions have revealed that the control signals to the control valves are included in the model.
Not modeling the MFW line is acceptable since it is not a normally available redundancy.

Ill
Not modeling the valves to remain open will be addressed as a part of resolution of Issue JS-002.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue is considered as being resolved.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No action required.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JS-013
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The fault trees modeling isolation of the LOCAs only model an operator error and do not take into account the
reliability of the valves, power supplies, etc.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why have the reliabilities of the valves and supplies not been taken into account in the event trees modeling
isolation of LOCAs?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-013
Name:

We considered that the component failures are negligible in comparison with the human error. In the future the
valves, power supplies and control signals will be added into the model.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-013

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
It may be true that the human failure rate of 3xlO'2 dominates the valve failure rate, however this should be
investigated further since the top event failure is "failure to isolate 3 loops" and as such there will be many
contributors to the top event.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered to be resolved after implementation of the additional modelling.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
It is probably true that the operator failure rate dominates the top event and therefore the additional modelling
should not have a significant effect on the core damage frequency, however it may affect the importances of
the support systems.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : JS-014
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The fault tree for HPIS protection against a small LOCA which has successfully been isolated models the HPIS
in the recirculation mode. If the LOCA has been isolated there is no requirement for the HPIS to operate in the
recirculation mode.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why has HPIS operation in the recirculation mode been modeled for an isolated small LOCA?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-014
Name:

The modeling of HPIS in recirculation mode for small LOCAs is given conservatively. It is not possible to
determine exactly the time duration of the injection phase (it depends on the size of the LOCA, isolation times,
etc.). If this time is longer than about 1 h, the tanks will be empty and the operation in recirculation mode is
needed. Due to the gate limitations in the RISK SPECTRUM code it was not possible to construct trees with
shorter mission time in recirculation mode than 23 h.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-014

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The response does not address the question correctly, however it is accepted that the inclusion of the
recirculation in the HPIS trees for isolated LOCAs is a conservative approach.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue is considered as being resolved.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This issue will result in a small over-estimate of the probability of "loss of HPIS for isolated LOCAs".
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JS-015
PSA Area Nos.: Fire

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Only areas containing a fire charge >SKg/m 2 are considered in the analysis. No account has been taken as to
what the fire charge may be, i.e., how combustible it may be and the size of fire that it may result in. This does
not appear to be a consistent approach to the screening of the potential for a fire.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the justification for screening the potential for a fire on the basis of quantity of fire charge and not
taking into account how combustible the different fire loadings may be?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-015
Name:

The areas where a fire charge is less than 5 kgm"2 are excluded from the analysis on the basis of the CSN fire
standard.

ISSUE RESOLUTION

- B0HUN1CE-V2

Issue No.: JS-015

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
See discussion in Issue JS-016.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
See discussion in Issue JS-016.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: JS-016
PSA Area Nos.: A24, Fire

Statement of Issue or Background Info
From the information presented in Appendix 6 the total predicted frequency of a fire is of the order of 5x102
per year. This appears to be low, especially considering the statement in Section 1 of Appendix 6 stating that
statistically every nuclear power plant will experience a safety related fire every 6-10 years.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Is the total predicted frequency of a fire supported by plant specific operational experience or generic WWER
operating experience?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-016
Name:

The predicted fire frequencies were obtained from the CSN fire standard, where general fire frequencies are
given for industrial facilities and plants.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-016

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The answer does not address the question.
Due to the discrepancy between nuclear plant experience and that calculated by the general industrial standard,
the validity of applying the standard should be investigated further to ensure its applicability for nuclear stations.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The applicability of the CSN standard should be investigated further to justify its applicability to nuclear
stations.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The total predicted frequency of fires is given as approximately 5xlO"2 per year, whereas general nuclear
experience indicates a value of greater than 10"' per year. As such this issue may result in a significant increase
in the contribution to core damage frequency due to internal fires.
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Issue Number: JS-017
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The approach adopted for modeling of component unavailabilities due to maintenance is to only model
unplanned maintenance and to use actual plant experience instead of LCO times. The adoption of this approach
is recommended since it gives a more realistic indication of the risk from such activities.
However, there is uncertainty whether not modeling planned maintenance and testing may have resulted in an
underestimate of the risk. Each of these activities is discussed below.
Planned Maintenance: If planned maintenance is to be performed on safety related systems when the plant is
at 100% power operation then the fault trees should model the equipment unavailabilities associated with these
activities. If no planned maintenance is to be performed then the approach adopted is acceptable.
Testing: Safety equipment is tested during 100% power operation. If the testing activities make the equipment
unavailable, or less available, then this should be included in the fault trees.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
1.

Is any planned maintenance performed on the safety related systems during normal operation?

2.

Is any testing performed on safety related systems which reduces system availabilities during normal
operation?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-017
Name:

No planned maintenance is performed on the safety systems during normal reactor operation. Contributions to
the system unavailabilities due to testing is only modeled for ESFAS and RPS. In the case of other systems this
contribution is negligible.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-017

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The above argument is considered acceptable, providing that there is justification for the insignificant
contribution to system unavailabilities from testing.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No action required.
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Issue Number : JS-018
PSA Area Nos.: Hre

Statement of Issue or Background Info
From Appendix 6, it is unclear whether spurious initiation of control actions as a result of fires has been
included in the model.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Have spurious initiations of control signals as a result of fires been included in the model?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-018
Name:

Spurious initiation and forming of control signals is not considered, e.g. fire initiated LOCAs are not evaluated
within the fire PSA (only operator initiated reactor scram following a fire is included). The reason is that the
control cable routings of important MOVs were not available from the plant.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-018

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
This omission has resulted in a limited fire PSA. Spurious initiations should be included for both of the
following cases:
1.

Additional fire initiated events.

2.

Failure of safety related systems, e.g., due to valves failing to the shut position.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The fire PSA should be extended to include spurious initiations as a result of the fire.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The extension of the fire PSA to include spurious initiations may significantly increase the contribution to core
damage frequency from internal fires.
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Issue Number : JS-019
PSA Area Nos.: fire

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The motive and control cable pathways of motor operated valves have not been modeled. These can have an
important impact on the risk due to the potential multiple consequences. For instance, spurious closure of MOVs
in the feed line to the SGs may result in the loss of MFW and EFW. In addition the fire damage to cables may
prevent valves being opened which are required to open to provide safety functions. This latter point does not
appear so important since in the fault trees reviewed the effects of the fire on, say, pumps is modeled such that
it is a single failure contributor to the loss of safety function.
The justification for not modeling of the motive and control cable pathways of motor operated valves appears
to be that:
1.

The cable pathways are protected by fire resistant overlays.

2.

The motor operated valves can be opened manually.

List Questions arising out of this Issue
1.

Do the cable pathway fire resistant overlays protect the cables from all fire sources, and for sufficient
time for this assumption to be valid?

2.

Was the accessibility of rooms containing motor operated valves for manual operation taken into
account?

3.

Was the time required for the motor operated valve to be opened taken into account, with respect to
the time it will take an operator to enter the area and perform the action?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-019
Name:

From the plant only the pump cable train routings were available. The MOVs cable train routings are missing
and therefore they could not be included in the analysis. This is the reason that only a limited fire analysis was
performed.
The difficulties with obtaining cable routings for MOVs are due to the protection of cable pathways by fire
resistant overlays. The plant documentation is not useful because the cable pathways are not performed
according to this documentation.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-019

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The reviewer misunderstood the "justification" for not including the MOV cable trains. However, as discussed
in Issue JS-018 the omission of this aspect has led to a limited fire analysis.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
See Issue JS-018
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
See Issue JS-018
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Issue Number : JS-020
PSA Area Nos.: Fire

Statement of Issue or Background Info
No account seems to have been taken of a fire in the main control room, which has far reaching implications
on manual control of safety systems.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the justification for not considering a fire in the main control room?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-020
Name:

The fire in the main control room will be performed in the next phase of the fire analysis. This first phase is
focused mainly on the separation of motive cable pathways of the pumps and on turbine hall fire.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-020

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered as resolved following implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The modeling of a fire in the main control room should have only a minimal effect on the calculated core
damage frequency since there is an emergency control room remote from the main control room, from which
the plant can be cooled down.
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Issue Number: JS-021
PSA Area Nos.: Fire

Statement of Issue or Background Info
No account has been taken of fires spreading from one area to another. One mechanism for this is via the
ventilation systems.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the justification for not considering the potential for fires spreading from one area to another via,
amongst other routes, the ventilation system?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-021
Name:

The inter-area fire propagation is not considered in the model. It will be performed in the next phase of the
analysis.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-021

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
This issue will be considered to be resolved after implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The assumption that fires do not spread between areas potentially results in an underestimation of the core
damage frequencies from internal fires.
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Issue Number: JS-022
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the secondary steam removal fault tree (SD) the successful protection of the RCS against damage is modeled
as being possible within one of the four following scenarios:
1 out of 4 steam dump stations to condensers
1 out of 2 steam dump stations to atmosphere
1 out of 24 SG safety valves
1 out of 2 steam dump stations to atmosphere and 1 out of 24 SG relief valves
The final scenario does not contribute anything to the fault tree since it is effectively a non minimal cut set.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
Why has the scenario 1 out of 2 steam dump to atmosphere and 1 out of 24 SG relief valves been included in
the fault tree?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-022
Name:

The combination of steam removal simultaneously by steam generator safety relief valves and steam dump
stations to the atmosphere will be removed from the model.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-022

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue will be considered to be resolved following implementation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This issue is of low importance since it will have no effect on the calculation of core damage based frequency
of system importances.
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Issue Number: JS-023
PSA Area Nos.: Fire

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The screening out of areas from the fire analysis has been based on CSN 73 0804, using the following formula:
F = P, x S x c
Pj is a frequency value of a fire per m2 for a zone with a defined quantity of combustibles. It does not appear
to take into account explicitly the existence of ignition sources within the area, presumably it is based on
industry averages from historical data. It is unclear from Appendix 6 how the effect of measures taken against
fire (c) has been quantified based on the actual plant fire detection and suppression equipment and locations.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
1.
2.

How was the use of CSN standard values for P, justified without investigating the plant specific
ignition sources?
Provide details on how the value of c was calculated for the plant areas.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-023
Name:

The plant specific ignition sources were investigated and then the values of P, were justified from the CSN
standard. The value of c is 1 because the fire mitigation capabilities were not considered in the modeling.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-023

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Further discussions with the analysis team identified that within the CSN standard there were capabilities for
assessing the ignition sources within the areas and that the value of P, could be factored to take these into
account. P, was always assigned a value of 1 (the maximum allowable) in the analysis, this was considered
pessimistic. This will have resulted in a conservative prediction of the core damage frequency from internal
fires, however it may also have distorted the fire areas importances.
In a similar manner the use of a value of 1 for c, although conservative, will also have distorted the fire areas
importances.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The approach adopted is conservative, however, if the PSA is to be used as a tool for identifying where
improvements are to be made, then values of the parameters should be refined to better represent the actual
plant.
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Short Description off Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The issue is not important with respect to the calculated core damage frequency, but it is suspected to result in
incorrect fire area importances.
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Issue Number: JS-024
PSA Area Nos.: Fire

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The only fire generated initiating event modeled is manual reactor trip. There are other initiating events which
can result from a fire, e.g.,:
LOCA - discussed in Appendix 6, but not included,
Loss of electrical power,
Loss of SWS,
Spurious opening of steam dump valves,
Loss of MFW,
etc.
List Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the justification for not modeling other initiating events potentially caused by fire?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-024
Name:

We have modeled two types of initiating event:
Fire initiated LOCAs (primary and secondary side LOCAs).
Manual reactor shutdown following a fire (here loss of electrical power, loss of service water system,
loss of main feedwater system, etc., are included).

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-024

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The primary and secondary LOCAs are not modeled within the PSA, however this deficiency has been
recognized by the analysis team, see Issue JS-018.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Taking into account the resolution of Issue JS-018 this is issue is considered as resolved.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No action required.
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Issue Number : JS-025
PSA Area Nos.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info
No account has been taken in the model for component failures as a result of a loss of the ventilation systems.
list Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the justification for not modeling the contribution to component unavailabilities as a result of a loss of
the ventilation systems?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-025
Name:

Credit is given that the systems are able to work also in case of loss of room cooling and ventilation.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JS-025

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
This is an approximation of the modeling which is difficult to accept without further justification. A loss of
heating and ventilation has the potential to result in multiple component failure, if they are not qualified for the
extremes in temperature.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The validity of this assumption must be investigated further.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This issue has the potential to significantly impact on the calculation of core damage frequency due to the
potential for multiple component failures.
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Issue Number : BT-001
PSA Area Nos.: A13

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The common cause initiators (CCIs) selected are limited to: partial loss of SWS, loss of CW and loss of CCW.
The basis for selecting these initiators and excluding other possible CCIs (instrument air, ventilation systems,
room cooling, individual or groups of safety buses, DC supply, full or partial) is not fully clear. In addition
some of the initiators considered (like SWS) are defined in a way that is not completely clear.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
What was the basis for selecting the common cause initiators?
What was the basis for excluding other CCIs:
instrument air;
ventilation systems, room coolers;
individual or group of AC buses;
DC supply, full of partial?
Why is the service water system IE considered as a loss of the second and third train only? What about the
complete loss? What are the interconnection possibilities between SW trains and were these considered or not?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-001
Name: Cttlik, Kovacs

What was the basis for selecting common cause initiators (CCI)?
The basis for the selection of CCIs is given in the references of Appendix DATA - generic IE list for PWR and
WWER.
What was the basis for excluding other CCIs:
instrument air;
ventilation systems, room coolers;
individual or group of AC buses;
DC supply, full or partial?
The CCIs were selected on the basis of the definition of the IEs (an event which initiates a reactor shutdown
or rapid power reduction). From this point of view the loss of instrument air, ventilation systems and room
coolers can not be considered as IEs, therefore they were excluded. Individual losses of AC (Category II) and
DC (Category I) buses also cannot initiate a reactor shutdown or rapid power reduction. The simultaneous loss
of AC and DC buses is not considered in the CCIs due to the low frequency of occurrence.
The loss of SW 2 and 3 subsystems is the most important event from the safety system component cooling point
of view (1 EFW and 2 AFW pumps are lost). The simultaneous loss of all three trains is not considered due
to the very low frequency of occurrence. The interconnection possibilities between SW trains were not
considered.
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Issue No.: BT-001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Thorough analysis of plant operational experience as well as review of other sources like Dukovany PSA was
performed as a part of the definition of CCIs. Through the discussion it was confirmed that other possible CCIs
were considered and finally discarded due to their limited impact on the plant because of the very low
probability of occurrence. This process was performed in close collaboration with plant staff.
Events discussed included loss of make-up pumps, loss of all AC buses and spurious MSLB signals.
The way the loss of service water is considered appears to be correct as loss of the second and the third train
is causing loss of intermediate cooling systems for RCPs and consequently reactor trip.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
From the technical point of view the issue is resolved. The reviewer is convinced that due attention was paid
to the identification of CCI (although there is still more room for analysis of less obvious CCIs like single AC
or DC trains, instrumentation problems etc.). Those however are not expected to have a major impact on the
overall results.
However, the main problem of the issue is poor documentation. As with the following issues it is strongly
recommended that all the steps of the process of identifying, selecting and grouping are fully documented
together with all the background discussions, comments made by plant personnel and assumptions taken.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The appropriate documentation is a priority issue.
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Issue Number: BT-002
PSA Area Nos.: A13

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Selection of initiating events. The list of IEs is said to be developed on the basis of plant operational experience,
PSA for other WWERs and the IE list from the "safety analysis report". The process of selecting the IEs is
poorly documented and it is difficult to understand which IEs have been selected on what basis. Moreover, no
justification is found for neglecting some of the IEs which generally appear in generic IE lists.
The whole IE process is rather poorly documented, including the Table 2 regarding operational experience.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain in detail the basis for selecting and defining initiating events.
Which initiators were selected on the basis of operating experience, other PSAs and generic lists?
What was the justification of not including some of the generic initiators?
What is the source of information for Table 2? What was the basis for grouping the events (for example loss
of condenser vacuum that will lead to TG trip. Where is such an event grouped?)
Where is the whole process of selecting the IEs documented (incl. tables of operational experience)?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-002
Name: Vuje

Please explain in detail the basis for defining initiating events.
An IE was defined as an event which initiates reactor shutdown or rapid power reduction.
The following documents were used and referred to:
Z. Bazso, M. Kulig, J. Szczurek, W. Kowalik: PSA - Oriented Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis for LOCA
Accidents in WWER-440 V213 NPP, IAEA Regional Programme RER/9/004
D. Ilberg, R. Blumquist, J. Pereq: Manual on Defining Initiating Events for PSA Uses, IAEA-34CS
105, 1992
Defining Initiating Events for PSAs for WWER reactors, IAEA - RER/9/005
IAEA TECDOC-479: Generic Initiating Events for PSA for WWER Reactor.
Which initiators were selected on the basis of operating experience, other PSAs and generic lists?
All initiators were selected on the basis of operating experience where plant specific data was available. LOSW
and LOCW were added on the basis of the Dukovany PSA. SLOCA, MLOCA and LLOCAs were selected
according to the report "J. Misak: Technical report to support the procedure for loss of coolant accident
liquidation, VUJE, 1990". VSLOCA and SGTL were selected on the basis of operating experience. Other
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LOCAs were adopted according to the PWR generic initiating event lists. Where no data was available using
the sources mentioned above, the data was taken from IAEA TECDOC-749.
What was the justification of not including some of the generic initiators?
A single AC and DC bus failure as initiating event was not included due to the definition of IEs (they do not
initiate reactor scram).
What is the source for info for Table 2?
The source for info for Table 2 were operational failure records analyzed each month and for the special cases
when it is requested by EBO accident committee meetings.
What was the basis for grouping the events?
The basis for grouping of the events was the common requirement on the safety systems. In the case of LOCAs
the IE grouping was performed according to reports "J. Misak : Technical report to support the procedure for
loss of coolant accident liquidation, VUJE, 1990" and "Z. Bazso, M. Kulig, J. Szczurek, W. Kowalik:
PSA-Oriented Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis for LOCA Accidents in WWER-440 V213 NPP, IAEA regional
Programme RER/9/004". In the case of transients the grouping was done according to the same plant safety
system requirements to respond to the IEs.
Where is the whole process of selecting IE documented?
The whole process of selecting IE is shortly documented in the Appendix DATA, where the tables of
operational experience are included. The initiating event list and their frequency calculation report was carried
out as the first task within the V-2 PSA study.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
As concluded for the previous Issue BT-001, various documents as well as operating experience (from 18
reactor years) were used to define the IEs. The bases for selection of specific initiators was explained by the
PSA team and appears to be reasonable and in line with current practices. As in the Issue BT-001, the
documentation is not selfsupporting and improvements are needed.
For each of the generic initiators not included in the PSA an explanation was provided. The way some of the
initiating events are named (for example, loss of condensate pumps), caused confusion related to selection and
grouping of IEs.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The issue is resolved as far as the impact of selection of IEs to the overall results is concerned.
However, a shortcoming exists regarding the documentation of the work. A table which documents the
justification for selection of initiators (including in particular also the justification for those which were
discarded) is requested.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue Number: BT-003
PSA Area Nos.: A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Grouping of initiating events is provided in Table 3 of Appendix #2, DATA. The basis for grouping are said
to be common origin of initiators and plants response characteristics. However, there is no documented
information on the actual basis for the grouping of initiators, apart from LOCAs, grouping of which is said to
be confirmed by TH analysis using RELAP 5 Mod 2.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the basis for grouping of LOCAs? Please list the specific analysis used, with titles and authors.
What is the basis for selecting LOCA sizes? Why is control rod ejection grouped with SL, when many studies
considered that as a MLOCA.
What was the basis for determining unisoiable versus isolable LOCA?
What was the basis for grouping of transients? Please document.
Why FW control malfunction is similar to LMF?
Why is the loss of several condensate pumps grouped with 1TG? The consequence of loss of condensate pumps
is the unavailability of the condenser and condenser water for FW, which is not the case with TG trip. The
same applies to the loss of condenser vacuum. Both cases are rendering steam dump to the condenser
unavailable. Why were those events not grouped with loss of CW?
Why is IO (inadvertent opening) of one SGRV grouped with SLBO, when the flow through SGRV is less than
one third of the steam line?
What is the basis for grouping inadvertent function of pressurizer heaters and excessive make up with reactivity
addition?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-003
Name: Vuje

What is the basis for grouping of LOCAs?
What is the basis for selecting LOCA sizes?
The grouping of LOCAs was done on the basis of the following reports:
J. Misak: Technical report to support the procedure for loss of coolant accident liquidation, VUJE,
1990.
Z. Bazso, M. Kulig, J. Szczurek, W. Kowalik: PSA - Oriented Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis for LOCA
Accidents in WWER-440 V213 NPP, IAEA Regional Programme RER/9/004.
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Why is control rod ejection grouped with SLOCA?
In the highest position of the upper part of the reactor a construction is located to prevent CR (control rod)
ejection out of the reactor. Therefore, this initiator can only affect the vent pipe located in the upper part of the
CR channel. The size of this vent pipe is less then 20 mm.
What is the basis for determining unisolable versus isolable LOCA?
Approximately 10% of the total pipe length is considered to be unisolable. Therefore the LOCA frequencies
were divided into the two groups - unisolable (10%) and isolable (90%).
What was the basis for grouping of transients?
Transient grouping was made according to the same requirements on the safety systems for accident mitigation.
Why FW control malfunction is similar to IMF?
In this case of spurious signals of high SG or FW tank water level or low FW discharge collector pressure etc.
all MFW pumps are tripped.
Why is the loss of several condensate pumps grouped with 1TG?
1 TG will be tripped due to the loss of condensate pumps of this turbine.
Why is the IO of one SGRV grouped with SLBO?
Spurious opening of SG relief valves was grouped into the SLBO group because it is a similar IE.
What is the basis for grouping inadvertent pressurizer heaters and excessive make up with reactivity addition?
Excessive make up adds water to the primary circuit which causes the positive reactivity addition. Inadvertent
pressurizer heaters operation leads to an increase of the pressure and temperature in the primary circuit. As a
consequence it causes a decrease in reactivity. Consequently it has to be grouped in the reactivity removal
transient - RMV.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Grouping of initiation events is done following generally accepted approaches, i.e. considering plant response.
Again, the whole process is not fully documented in the PSA report, but the reviewer was finally convinced
that it has been properly performed.
Due to different construction features, the consequences of the CR ejection incident are different to that of other
WWERs.
The division of isolable and unisolable LOCA is done on the basis of preliminary (and incomplete) review of
location and the length of the piping connected to the primary circuit. As it was felt that 10% of the LOCAs
being unisolable might be an optimistic value, a review and documentation of this assessment is recommended.
FW control malfunction which is grouped with LMF is a very specific malfunction (overfill) which in turn stops
all SG pumps. This grouping is correct.
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Grouping of loss of condensate pumps and grouping of the loss of condenser vacuum will be reviewed and
possibly another IE group will be created.
Inadvertent opening of the SGRV is a less severe, but somewhat more frequent event than SLBO. These events
were grouped together which can be regarded as a conservative approach. For the way the event tree is
developed, the fact that the steam flow is much higher for SLBO than for SGRV is irrelevant. For such an
approach to ET modeling, the comment is not relevant.
There was an error in grouping of pressurizer heaters into the reactivity addition group. It should be in the
reactivity reduction group.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The documentation for grouping of initiators should be improved. It is suggested that a table listing all the
initiators, the basis for grouping them and their final groups is developed and included in the report. All the
background info for grouping including information obtained from plant staff should be included.
The basis for deciding that only 10% of the LOCAs are nonisolable should be reviewed and documented. This
could possibly have an impact on the final results.
The need to form another IE group (loss of condenser vacuum) will be investigated. No impact on the final
result is expected here, but possibly an impact on importances of individual systems.
The pressurizer heaters group will be corrected.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The issue is technically resolved, but the implementation of resolution in terms of documentation should be
done. The overall impact of this issue is low to moderate.
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Issue Number : BT-004
PSA Area Nos.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Section 2.2.1 of the Appendix 2, DATA, lists different methods which were used to determine the frequency
of IEs. Section B, entitled "Fault tree methods", indicates that the method is used for LOCAs, secondary side
pipe and header breaks. Section 2.2.2 summarizes the basis for frequency calculation. The documentation of
the whole process is not sufficiently complete.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Many sections in 2.2.2 refer to "
calculation based on generic data according to the method described in
Chapter 2.2.1". Please specify whether this means that the generic data obtained from some other sources was
directly used or whether some other approach was used. If generic data was used directly, the source of data
for every individual entry should be provided. Please provide the exact source of generic data for each entry
in 2.2.2.
Please explain how the fault tree methods described in 2.2.1 B was used to determine the frequency of IEs for
the V2 PSA.
What is the basis for frequency determination for USL and ISL in 2.2.2.2 and for UISLOCA and IISLOCA
in 2.2.2.10?
In 2.2.2.6 pressurizer steam LOCA values for pipe failure and IORV are given. How were these two combined?
What is the basis for pipe failure here (is it a LOCA with 20-60 mm diameter)?
Was the SG collector header rupture (Rovno event) considered in the 2.2.2.9 multiple SGTR and with what
contribution?
Why is the rupture frequency of MFW header break almost two orders of magnitude higher than LLOC A (those
are pipes of the same size)? Why is header failure frequency higher than that of a FW line?
Why is the event "87 581002 220 kV grid short circuit" considered for "Loss of electric export to the grid-400
kV breaker opening"?
What is the basis for the frequency of LOOP (I have never seen a 1E-4 value for the LOOP event - this is a
value which is smaller than the one for medium LOCA, which can hardly be supported by any operating
experience)?
The basis for the 2.2.2.27 event, the reactivity addition transient is missing. Please add.
What was the basis for the loss of SW subsystem 2 and 3 frequency determination (from Dukovany PSA)?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Many sections in 2.2.2 refer to "

Chapter 2.2.1

Issue No.: BT-004
Name: Vuje
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Reference to Chapter 2.2.1. in the case of IE frequency calculation was made only in the cases of LOCAs and
secondary line and header breaks. It means that for the frequency calculation a US document (referred to in
Appendix DATA) was used as generic data source for the combination with plant specific data such as pipe
length, number of different pipe forms, etc. as determined according to the available plant documentation. If
Dukovany generic data is used, this is directly commented in the report (see LOSW, LOCW and PSL).
Please explain how the fault tree methods described in 2.2.1.B was used to determine the frequency
the V2 PSA?

oflEsfor

If for example the total frequency of a selected LOCA consists of different pipe part failure frequencies and it
has to be calculated using the very simple fault tree approach with only one OR gate the used method is called
the fault tree method. This approach was used for all LOCAs and steam and feedwater line and header breaks.
What is the basis for frequency determination for ISL and USL in 2.2.2.2. and for UVSL, UIFL and IVSL, IIFL
in 2.2.2.10....?
The frequencies for SL, VSL and IFL were calculated first as the total value and afterwards these values were
partitioned in two parts - 10% of the total value for unisolable LOCAs and 90% for isolable LOCAs.
In 2.2.2.6. pressurizer steam LOCA values for pipe failure and PORV are given. How were these two
combined?
PSL was divided in two parts:
pressurizer steam line LOCA,
inadvertent PORV opening and failure to close.
Both event were connected by an OR gate.
What is the basis for pipe failure here (is it a LOCA with 20-60 mm diameter)?
The frequency of this LOCA was calculated in the same way as it was done for other LOCAs described above.
The corresponding pipe diameter was taken.
Was the SG collector header rupture (Rovno event) considered in the 2.2.2.9 multiple SGTR and with which
contribution?
SG collector header rupture was not considered in 2.2.2.9 SGTM because at the V-2 plant these headers and
related bolts are periodically checked by non destructive methods and replaced if necessary.
Why the rupture frequency of MFW header is almost two order of magnitude higher than LLOCA (those are the
same size pipes) ?
Comparing these two pipe types it is possible to identify that in the case of the MFW header there are a number
of connections for 5 MFW, 2 EFW and 6 SGs trains and isolation valves, which are the weak points of the
header.
Why is the header failure frequency higher than that of the FWline?
FW lines are only equipped with valves which have a smaller diameter if compared with the FW header.
Why is the event "87581002 220 kV grid short circuit" considered for "Loss of electric export to the grid-400
kV breaker opening"?
This failure leads directly to opening of the 400 kV breaker based on protection activation. Without this effect
on the 400 kV breaker this failure does not affect plant operation.
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What is the basis for the frequency of LOOP (I have never seen a 1E-4 value for the LOOP event - this is a
value which is smaller than the one for medium LOCA, which can hardly be supported by any operating
experience)?
Generic data.
The basis for the 2.2.2.27 event, reactivity addition transient is missing. Please add.
There is the typing error at this place, as this data was taken from IAEA TECDOC-479.
What was the basis for the loss of SW subsystem 2 and 3 frequency determination (from the Dukovany PSA)?
Yes, the basis was the frequency from the Dukovany PSA.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
This issue related to the determination of frequencies of IEs contains many questions which were asked because
the issue is not properly documented. Most of the items are positively resolved and the overall conclusion is
that the approach taken as well as its implementation is in line with international practice. Most of the questions
were answered giving acceptable justification.
It is said that generic data was used to determine LOOP frequency. The reviewer was concerned about this
value because it is two orders of magnitude lower than the values normally used. The PSA team agreed to
modify the value to reflect a reasonable probability for loss of off site power.
The reasons why LOSW was postulated as a loss of two trains only has been explained. The frequency of the
event is based on a calculations performed in the Dukovany PSA which was not available for review.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
A more complete documentation of the IE frequency determination will be carried out, possibly in a table form
adequately describing the sources of data and the contribution of different parameters.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
LOOP frequency will be reviewed and the whole study recalculated with the new value. Due to the high
dependability on DGs (which have a moderate reliability), LOOP sequences may actually dominate the CDF.
It is therefore recommended that separate values are established for LOOP recovered within 2 hours (battery
capacity), 4-6 hours (SG water inventory) and 24 hours. It is expected that the data on those events may be
taken from Slovak (or regional) grid characteristic. This issue is of high priority.
Documented basis for LOSW frequency will be provided in the study. This issue is of low priority.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : BT-005
PSA Area Nos.: A25a

Statement of Issue or Background Info
An impressive amount of data has been collected in the framework of the Bohunice V-2 PSA study. Many
sources have been reviewed and data extracted.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Could you provide the exact list of documents which were evaluated in the process of data collection?
What was the quality assurance process applied to data collection to assure:
1)
2)

that all the failures and demands were accounted for, and
to assure that the data were assigned to correct pieces of equipment?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-005
Name: Vuje

Could you provide the exact list of documents which were evaluated in the process of data collection?
During the process of data collection following sources were evaluated:
failure records,
operation logs from different departments for non significant failures of primary and secondary circuits,
electric equipment and I&C components and systems,
partial database for V-2 chemistry and electric system departments,
database files of non significant failures from the V-2 EBO computer net,
equipment diaries performed by operation staff,
"F4 sheet" - safety system test records,
other, different sheets describing and recording tests,
"Surveillance programme" records.
The main sources for the calculation of component operation and repair times, redundancy data,
maintenance and test number were the collected plant records in "Operation hours diary for V-2 pumps", which
are available on the V-2 units. They follow mainly the pumps of the primary circuit controlled from the main
and redundant control room and some of the pumps of the secondary circuit. These diaries present the operation
and standby time of pumps. The total repair time was calculated as the sum of different repair times during
significant and non significant failures obtained from the failure data collection.
The maintenance time obtained from the diaries is not the real repair time as it involves also planned
maintenance.
Consequently valve and other equipment repair times were collected and elaborated for each one separately
using the operation conditions of each system.
The loss of operation information of AFWPs, DWPs, etc. were identified during data collection. The data
for these systems were obtained from the general plant operation experience, system maintenance and tests and
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they were discussed with operation staff. The same procedure was applied for other equipment with missing
operation information.
The test numbers, which are identical with the per demand requirements were obtained from the test records
- F4 sheet, "Surveillance programme" database, LSS and front-line and safety system tests, supporting primary
and secondary circuit protection tests, etc. All this information was discussed with operation staff.
What was the quality assurance process applied to data collection to assure: 1) that all thefailures and demands
were accounted for, and 2) to assure that the data was assigned to correct pieces of equipment?
Quality assurance was done in the following way:
check by operation staff in the case of I&C and safety system component data collected in the V-2
NPP,
check by an independent member of PSA team in the case of all collected data,
check of the failure categorization by operation personnel.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Data collection for the Bohunice V-2 study was an impressive undertaking. As with the other issues, questions
raised here were due to limited documentation. Otherwise, the seriousness and the quality of the data job
appears to be of acceptable quality.
The test and maintenance unavailabilities were in many cases based (for most components except pumps) on
results of the "Tech. Spec, monitoring system" which is in operation since 1992. It is felt that some of the data
collected there may actually be due to specific events which may have occurred during 1992/93 and are not
representative for the longer time interval (the RPS has a surprisingly high unavailability). Small fraction of the
maintenance and test unavailabilities were based on discussion with maintenance personnel which is the least
reliable source of information. It is however, felt that apart from possible impact of the RPS unavailability,
modification of T&M unavailability would not have a significant impact on the final result.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The documentation of the data collection exercise will be improved to include the lists of data sources, years
covered, specific contents of every source (with samples if possible).
The T&M unavailability of the RPS is suggested to be verified over a longer time interval to assure that the high
unavailability is not due to isolated events.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This issue does not have a large impact on the overall results, and therefore is assessed to be of low priority.
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: BT-006
PSA Area Nos.: A32

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The documentation of the PSA study is not always self supporting. It requires improvements.
The IPERS team recognized that the version which has been prepared in Slovak language may be somewhat
better then the English version. The efforts needed to prepare the English version of the PSA in such a short
time is being recognized and appreciated.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please provide actual notes about the calculation of:
initiating event frequency (LOCAs in particular),
maintenance unavailabilities of equipment.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-006
Name: Vuje

Please provide actual notes from calculation of:
initiating event frequency (LOCAs in particular),
maintenance unavailabilities of equipment.
It is supposed that the "Appendix DATA" gives a good explanation of specific plant IE frequency calculation.
A different situation could exist for the case of LOCA frequency calculation as the time for translation of the
reports was to short. Therefore, the Slovak version gives a more detailed presentation. For the LOCA frequency
calculation the basic document used was "Pipe failures in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants". In addition,
specific plant data was used regarding the length of pipes of a certain diameter, differently shaped parts, welds
and flanges which were identified based on the plant design documentation.
Maintenance unavailabilities of different equipment are presented in the appendix to Appendix DATA
"Operational technical and reliability parameters" together with the background for its calculation. Operation
time, standby time and repair time of pumps were taken from operation diaries. Total maintenance time obtained
from these diaries consists of refueling time, preventive maintenance time, planned and unplanned maintenance
time. Planned maintenance was discounted and only unplanned maintenance was considered for each pump.
Maintenance unavailability was calculated as the rate of total time of unplanned maintenance and total reactor
operation time.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
LOCA frequencies calculation was adequately explained and it is an acceptable approach. Exact notes of the
calculation were not shown, but the PSA team appears confident that the LOCA job was conducted in a
professional manner (new process piping diagrams for Bohunice which are available on computers were of great
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help for this task). The source of data used is typical for US plants but the reviewer did not have any specific
remarks which questioned the applicability of this data compared to any other source. Small and very small
LOCAs were determined on the basis of operational experience anyhow.
The PSA team appears confident that the procedure for determining T&M unavailabilities is correct and that
it was done in a comprehensive manner (see Issue BT-005).
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
In order to increase credibility, a better documentation of the process to determine LOCAs is recommended in
the final report as well as the consideration to include a sample calculation for, say, medium LOCA of 20-60
mm diameter.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : BT-007
PSA Area Nos.: A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The dependencies between safety and support systems and between support systems themselves are known to
exist in the WWER 440-V213 NPPs. No discussion of system dependencies was provided to the review team
neither in the main report nor in the appendices. There is no dependency matrix presented as well.

list of Questions arising out of this Issue
Where is the dependency matrix?
Which approach was taken to assure that the inter- and intrasystem dependencies were appropriately accounted
for?
Did you take into the account the dependencies in signal generation (instrumentation and power supply to signal
generating equipment) when deciding on signal cut-off values?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-007
Name: Vuje

A dependency matrix will be added to the study. The system dependencies were checked for each front line
system level and support system level. For each system the electrical power supply, cooling and signal
generation was checked. For each signal the measurement channels and power supply was checked.
We intended to take into account the power supply dependency also for the signals, which were not analyzed
by the fault trees.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
A dependency matrix is missing in the report. The PSA team indicated that the dependency evaluation was
performed (the approach appears to be comprehensive) and that the results are available and considered in the
models although they were not properly documented. The reviewer did not have a chance to audit the
documentation and to verify the accuracy of these statements. The PSA team recognized the importance of
including a dependency matrix into the final report.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The dependency matrix covering all the safety and support systems which are in any manner considered and
credited in the PSA will be developed. All possible dependencies including: electrical supply (both AC and DC),
coupling, signal generation, air supply, ventilation etc. will be investigated.
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Although the issue is not expected to have a high impact on the final results (because the dependency analysis
was said to have been performed), dependency matrix is an essential part of the report.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
Moderate priority
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE- V2

Issue Number: BT-008
PSA Area Nos.: A36

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Flood analysis, application of the methodology. It is stated that the possibility of flooding through neighboring
rooms has been considered and no pathway found. The possibility of breaking a wall between rooms was not
considered.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Was a pathway through the ventilation system and ventilation ducts considered as a source of flooding between
rooms? During the plant tour we saw some ventilation ducts which appeared to be rather low and therefore may
take some flood water.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-008
Name: Relko

In the analysis inter area flood is also considered. All openings in the rooms (including ventilation systems) were
evaluated. In some cases the possibility of steam propagation from neighboring areas was identified but water
propagation possibilities were not found.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number : BT-009
PSA Area Nos.: A35

Statement of Issue or Background Info
During the plant visit we have reviewed the Room AOO. Compared the information available in the flood report,
it is felt that some of the data are questionable. The pump pedestals appear to be lower than listed, and the
amount of equipment on the floor appears to be more that 5% of the area.
The overall flood analysis relies on the pipe failure data from the IAEA TECDOC-478. The whole method and
approach is described but actual application is not always traceable.
Human interaction related to utilizing room drains is not fully clear.
The basis for the table determining the equipment failure probability due to spraying is not clear.
The conclusions indicated that the total core damage frequency was calculated to be less that 1E-6.

List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please explain the source of information for assessment of the water level in Room AOOl and other rooms
(please document for each room).
Why was the possibility of flooding other rooms through open doors not addressed? We saw open doors
between rooms.
Please explain why you used the TECDOC-478 pipe failure data while in the rest of the study US pipe rupture
data was used. Please explain how the 4.9E-4/yr value for non catastrophic state was calculated.
Why is any credit taken for the opening of drain valves when a local operation is necessary? In addition, drain
lines seems to be of rather small capacity to make any impact as far as a leak from a large diameter pipe is
concerned.
Please explain in detail the basis for determination of failure probabilities due to spraying.
Please document the calculated overall CDF due to flooding.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: BT-009
Name: Relko

Each room was visited several times. All measurements were done manually on the site. The 5 % of volume
was addressing other equipment. The area in the lower position contains less equipment as higher areas. This
is the reason of the 5% value. The height of pedestals given for Rooms AOOl,2,3 is defined as the distance
between the floor and pump motor bottom.
The possibility of open doors (A002) was evaluated. We used a probability of 0.3 for an open door.
The TECDOC-478 was used as only data source in the internal flooding analysis. The physical meaning of the
flood occurrence frequency 4.9.10"4per year is that 1 out of 3 rooms is flooded, e.g. by 1 out of 3 subsystem
failure.
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The drainage valves are local operated but from the corridor. If the personnel has enough time they can open
the valves. For an available time of < 0.5 h we did not consider the drainage at all and for 0.5-2.5 h we
considered a probability of 0.5 for manual valve opening.
The CDF calculations were performed for the following IEs:
Flooding of 2 safety system rooms (opened door) = IRT
Flooding of intermediate cooling system room of MCPs (A307) = Loss of 6 MCPs
Spray induced failure of cooling down pumps = IRT
Spray induced loss of 1 turbine, i.e. spraying of 3 condensate pumps
Initiating event frequencies for these IEs are low (1.2.10"s -1.4. lO^per year). Therefore the resulting CDF was
very low, less than 10"* per year.
As it was analyzed in the report, the Room 425 is not endangered by flood. The safety equipment located in
the room SGSVs, SDSA are failure safe against spraying water according to the plant personnel. Inundation by
steam on safety equipment was analyzed neither for this room nor for other areas. The hot steam induced
failures are beyond the frame of this analysis.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.; BT-009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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ISSUE LIST - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue Number: RMZ-001
PSA Area Nos.: A25b

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The Beta-factor mode] was used in the PSA. It was mentioned, that, in a first approach, a conservative value
of 0,1 was taken for the Beta-factor. It is correct that this value is in the range of usual values ranging from
0,07 to 0,4. It is written that for the most dominant CCFs the value 0,03 was used based on the three train
redundancies.
list of Questions arising out of this Issue
a)

It appears that in the PSA model only the value of 0,03 is included. Is it correct that this value was
used?

b)

What is the relationship between the three trains and the Beta-factor of 0,03? You are using the value
of 0,03 for two and four redundant components as well.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-001
Name:

A screening value of 0,1 was used to identify the dominant CCFs. For the identified dominant contributors
(three train systems: HPIS, DGs etc.) the partial beta-factor method was used resulting in a beta-factor of 0,03.
This value was determined on the basis of measures taken against common cause failures.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The way of determining the beta-factor by the analysts is neither common nor truly acceptable. After using a
conservative screening value of 0,1 for all CCFs to identify dominant CCF contributors, all of them (and that
is the matter of concern) were reduced to a partial beta-factor of 0,03. This has nothing to do with conservatism
or screening.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The beta-factor model might be an acceptable way for determination of dominant CCF contributors. But after
completing this step, a more accurate evaluation should be performed. Not making a difference between the
various components concerning the dependency factor, makes the whole approach questionable.
The reevaluation of CCF should take into account generic data and a careful determination of their
transferability. With this procedure the results would be more accurate.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The importance for the determination of adequate CCF probabilities is high.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : RMZ-002
PSA Area Nos.: A21, A25b

Statement of Issue or Background Info
All the relevant instrumentation equipment should survive the conditions after LOCA.
list of Questions arising out of this Issue
Is all the instrumentation, especially sensors, designed for the temperature and humidity after all included
LOCAs?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-002
Name:

All the instrumentation and sensors are designed for the temperature and humidity after all included LOCAs.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
There is a considerable mismatch between the answer given and the discussion with members of the unit who
are responsible for I&C in general. The conclusion of this discussion was that a test had been performed in
which one of the measurement lines was assumed to break and the impact on the sensors was measured. It came
out that the decrease of accuracy was only appr. 10 %. With respect to the harsh conditions after a large LOCA
inside confinement, the impact could be much higher, although the redundant sensors are located and covered
in separate rooms.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
An additional investigation should be performed, to exclude the CCF of all instrumentation equipment which
could be affected be harsh environmental conditions.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
If the probability for I&C equipment to fail under harsh environmental condition is not negligible, this kind of
consequential failure should be incorporated into the PSA.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : RMZ-003
PSA Area Nos.: A25b

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Experience on plant specific failures was an input for the determination of independent failure rates at least for
some components.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Was there no indication related to common cause failures in the reports from the plant? If there has been
experience information on that issue, the generic beta factor of 0,03 needs to be changed.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-003
Name:

There was no plant specific common cause failure data available from the plant. The data used was taken from
the literature.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
It is very improbable that during an operating experience of more than 17 years at the time of the analysis
absolutely no failures have been observed which might at least have had an impact on more than one
component.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Taking into account that no common cause failure data have been observed until now, both the plant experience
and the generic data that can be transferred will increase. Hopefully this will lead to a more accurate data basis.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
Having the possibility to include plant specific data into the model, especially for CCF, will make a significant
impact on the adequacy of the PSA model. If the experience will really give no indication for CCF, then
adequate generic data should be implemented.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : RMZ-004
PSA Area Nos.: A25a

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The basic assumption concerning failure of batteries in the PSA model is that a monitored component like the
batteries cannot fail due to CCF in the pre-accident phase. For the post-accident phase the model contains an
AND-gate (the other power source is the busbar supplied by the house Category II busbar) for batteries in
operation which includes a CCF model. This means that the postulated CCF of the batteries during operation
will not directly lead to system failure. The problem with this assumptions is the following. When the original
source of the 6 kV busbars in the post-accident phase is lost, the model does not take into consideration that
the batteries have only a capacity for 30 Minutes and the fact is neglected that the probability of repairing the
failed component (e.g. a transformer) is far away from 1. A more accurate modelling should assume the
consequential failure of the electrical power coming from the battery powered busbars after loss of power from
the second source.
Another issue of concern is the boundary condition that the batteries can unfortunately not be tested for postaccident conditions, because during the whole year this equipment cannot be tested adequately. The problem
might be the undetected loss of capacity.
In the PSA model, a constant mission time was used for modelling of batteries to supply power. By means of
multiplying the failure rate of 1,62 E-6 with the mission time of 24 h, a mean unavailability of not more than
3,5 E-5 results for one battery (a comparable mean unavailability might be 1 E-3).
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
a)

Please explain, why the model "constant mission time" was used and what is your statement to the
possible error (post-accident loss of battery powered busbars) in the model?

b)

What is the test interval for the batteries, especially for their capacity?

c)

How do you ensure that the batteries cannot fail immediately after they are demanded, failure means
that they cannot supply enough power to the users due to inherent undetected failures?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-004
Name:

Three states of Category I power supply were modelled:
pre-shutdown state,
during DG start,
post-shutdown state.
In case of pre and post shutdown states there are 2 power sources for the Category I buses (the battery and the
Category II buses). During the DG start the battery becomes the only source of el. power for the Category I
buses. For the post accident state the battery mission time is 24h. It is a conservative approach, but the reason
is that for all systems a 24 h mission time is considered in the model. Following the accident (post-accident
state) the Category I buses are needed to supply the load sequencing system during the start of the pumps, to
supply the 6 kV pump control circuits and to form the signals to initiate the recirculation mode of ECCS pumps.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.; RMZ-004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The approach used in the PSA is not a conservative one. Neither neglecting the CCF for the batteries in standby
nor the use of the AND-gate in the post-accident phase seems to be correct.
Questions b) and c) were not answered in a written way, but during the plant visit the information was provided
that the batteries are visually inspected once a day and capacity tests are performed once in four years.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
There were two different basic events modelled in the PSA: one for the failure of the battery in the pre-accident
phase (monitored, repairable) and one for the post-accident phase (constant mission time). The assumption was
made that a potential failure of batteries would be detected during the standby mode (while charging the
batteries). This is the reason given for not including CCF for batteries in that mode. This does not seem to be
correct concerning this particular type of component which only has to fulfill a task in the post-accident phase
and which is only tested in a four years time interval. So the model should be changed to "probability per
demand". Due to that, the importance of batteries was underestimated.
Furthermore the model postulates the independence of two redundant power sources during the post-accident
phase: for the loss of power for safety related busbars (220 V DC) during the mission time of 24 h it is assumed
that both, the source via the 6 kV emergency busbar (transformer etc.), and the battery have to fail. This is not
correct, because the battery has only a capacity of not more than 30 minutes and there is not a high probability
to recover for example the failed transformer during this time. It was estimated that the 220 V DC busbar
should at least be available one hour after the accident, because at that time there is a need for switching over
the high pressure injection (HPI) system to the recirculation mode. If the source from the 6 kV busbar has failed
at least 30 minutes before that, no supply for opening valves in the HPI system is available. Therefore, the only
available source in the post-accident phase is the 6 kV emergency bus bar.
Additionally, the CCF of the batteries after any transient or LOCA (failure per demand) will directly lead to
station blackout, with only a limited number of manual recovery actions available.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The consequence of leaving out the above mentioned AND-gate for the reliability of the system is negligible.
The consideration of CCF for batteries in standby (failure on demand) will have a significant impact on the
overall core damage frequency.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number: RMZ-005
PSA Area Nos.: A25b

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Looking at the modelling of the reactor protection system and the ESFAS it was found out that no CCFs
for the relays are included.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Why is there no concern regarding dependent failures of more than one relay?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-005
Name:

In the RPS and ESFAS reliability analysis common cause failure of relays is not considered. The reason is the
good separation between the subsystems.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
It is quite obvious that good separation between subsystems is valid for mechanical systems, like pumps, too.
However, this does no resolve the question.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
There is obviously no common basis for adopting CCF, because partial separation has nothing to do with e.g.
a deficient manufacturing process or maintenance procedures and will only reduce a part of potential CCFs.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
CCF for I&C should be taken into account for potential dependent failures of bistable instruments and relays.
This is usually modelled in other PSAs.
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ISSUE LIST - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue Number : RMZ-006
PSA Area Nos.: A25b

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the PSA model, the grouping of components for a CCF group is restricted to redundant identical components.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
How did you exclude the possibility that comparable components e.g. in the same system or in other safety
related systems will not fail simultaneously due to the same reason as for identical equipment?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-006
Name:

The general theory of PSA assumes CCFs only between the redundant trains of the components. According to
this theory we have included in the model only CCFs with identical redundant components.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Partial agreement to the answer. But the doubt remains that the possibility for CCF for identical components
situated not exactly at the same place as in the redundant system is still existing.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Further investigation is needed to determine the probability of CCF of identical but not necessarily redundant
components.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
If there is an existing dependency of simultaneous failure of non redundant but identical components (e.g. motor
operated valves), this would lead to a higher importance of CCF and consequently to a higher probability for
an unsuccessful response to an initiator.
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Issue Number : RMZ-007
PSA Area Nos.: A25b

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Concerning the modelling of the actuation devices you neglected a potential CCF of bistable instruments due
to failure during maintenance (miscalibration).
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Were there no hints in the plant specific data for this kind of failure after a human error?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-007
Name:

Each parameter is modelled by 18 measuring channels. Due to the high number of redundant components, CCF
failures between them are not considered. Human errors during maintenance leading to miscalibration are not
considered.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
CCF failure, at least for I&C (e.g. miscalibration of bistable instruments) cannot be excluded by only taking
into account the degree of redundancy. Considering miscalibration, which is obviously a human error, the only
way to reduce the failure probability might be personnel diversity and well designed and tested calibration
instruments.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
If the calibration is done with different personnel and adequate test equipment, the CCF might be negligible.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
To at least reduce or even exclude the potential for I&C CCF in the future, certain boundary conditions have
to be fulfilled.
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Issue Number: RMZ-008
PSA Area Nos.: A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Fault tree page "R1(2TG)-" (analysis of the reactor protection system) contains a basic event named "Failure
of manual packet switch SAC1". This equipment is not included in the logical scheme of the reactor protection
system level 1.
Unfortunately the impact of this equipment is not negligible and some analysis should be performed on this
issue.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Explain the use for this equipment.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-008
Name:

The SAC1,2 manual packet switch is not given in Figure 1.1, but in Figure 1.4k. This switch identifies the
work status of turbines and is switched manually.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-008

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The question was not answered completely, but after a discussion the use for that equipment was quite obvious.
After the loss of one turbine, either intentionally or unintentionally, the operator has to switch the manual packet
switch into the position for "one turbine operation". If the human action fails, scram signal will fail as well.
This potential error is not included in the model.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The unexpected importance of this switch could easily be reduced by exchanging the manual action and the
obviously not very reliable equipment to an automatic actuation.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
Importance only for the transient "Last working turbine trip".
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Issue Number: RMZ-009
PSA Area Nos.: All

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Fault tree Page "R1(T)-" (analysis of the reactor protection system) contains an error:
Gate "@R1(T)-2O" is a 2 out of 6 gate, it should be a 5 out of 6 gate.
Consequence is negligible.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-009
Name:

Consequence is negligible.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2 MAIN

Issue No.: RMZ-009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Agreement with the answer, but that is only a repetition of the statement. The expectation was to get an answer
whether the modelling is correct or not.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
No conclusion
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The quality of models, at least for the subtrees, for the analysis of the reactor protection system was not
completely assured.
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Issue Number: RMZ-010
PSA Area Nos.: All, A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the analysis of the reactor protection system, in the separate file, the calculation was done for TOP-events
which were then used as basic events in the main analysis.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
a)

For calculating the mean unavailability of the basic event "RP(MN-H01)"'a failure probability for the
human action (RP00KAH-SK3 + Human Error - Manual Reactor Scram) of 0,25 was used. This results
in a mean unavailability of 2 E-3 for the above mentioned basic event. In the main analysis the mean
unavailability of 3 E-2 was used.
Question: Is the reason for the difference between 2 E-3 and 3 E-2 only due to a transposition of the
figures or is it because of the consistency of human actions (which all have the same failure probability
of 3 E-2). If the latter would be correct, the question of correct modelling will raise, because the
minimal cut set results in a combination of this human error and the probability of the RP Set 1 being
in test position.
Furthermore, what is the reason for the fact that the manual scram signal (via the push button in the
control room) is only connected to one of the two sets?

b)

Instead of using 7,35 E-5 (this results from the MCS calculation) for the basic event "RP(LOW-L)"
the failure probability of 7,53 E-5 was used. Is this due to transposition of the figures?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

a)

Issue No.: RMZ-010
Name:

The use of the value 0,25 is a mistake. The value of 3 E-2 should be used.
Each set has an own manual push button.

b)

This is an error which occurred during the transportation of the values from the RPS model to the main
model.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-010

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
a)

The wrong value for the action "failure of manual reactor scram" in the separate calculation for the
reactor protection system results in an overestimation of the main results for the ATWS case.

b)

answer is accepted.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
The results of a detailed analysis for the action for manual reactor scram should be evaluated and incorporated
into the main study. This will lead to an increased accuracy for the ATWS case, at least for the transients in
which the reactor will not be scrammed automatically. Furthermore, sensitivity analyses could then give useful
hints for increasing the reliability of results.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
The importance is limited to the ATWS case, whose results are somewhat preliminary right now. With respect
to accuracy, detailed analysis should be performed.
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Issue Number: RMZ-011
PSA Area Nos.: A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the analysis of the reactor protection system in the separate file, the modelling of the H02-signal after
initiation by the increase of either the primary circuit pressure or temperature implies that H02 fails if one of
the control rod groups 4 to 6 fail. For the events "loss of flow in less than three loops", "trip of one turbine
generator", and "loss of export to grid" it seems to be the only signal for avoiding the ATWS-case.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Is the modelling of the failure of the H02-signal correct? If yes, what is the reason for only initiating three out
of six groups to fall into the core and why is it a failure path, if only one group fails?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUN1CE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-011
Name:

We believe that the H02 modelling is correct. The success criteria for the RPS is that at least 3 groups should
be inserted into the core. In case of actuation by the H02 signal the groups are falling gradually. Failure to
actuate the fall of one group prevents inserting the next group.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-011

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The modelling of the H02 signal in the analysis is correct. There is a small error in Figure 1.2 in the reactor
protection system description. Anyway, the high importance of only one group of control rods for the H02
signal is due to the sequential driving in of the rods and the dependency of groups on the successful fall down
of the previous one.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
No recommendations
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No importance
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Statement of Issue or Background Info
Withdrawn
List of Questions arising out of this Issue

Issue Number: RMZ-012
PSA Area Nos.: All
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Issue Number : RMZ-013
PSA Area Nos.: A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Test strategy for the reactor protection system:
The independent importance of one set of the RP system being in test condition varies from 0,2 % at RP(OP,T)
(see argumentation in Issue RMZ-014) to 81 % at RP(LLCPLP).
Calculating the average importance of the unavailability of a RP set by combining all the relevant TOP-gates
which were used in the main analysis (simply by an OR-gate), the following results were obtained:
65 % of the mean unavailability (2.53 E-3) are influenced by test, if the calculation was performed without
considering the H02-signal for RP(OP,T). Therefore test is the dominating contributor. The main contributor
is the operator error not to push the scram button (78 %). With consideration of the H02-signal the contribution
of test is still 10 %.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
a)

In the description of the RP-system an average time for test of 4 hours was found, tests are performed
every two months (test interval). Calculating the probability for being in test (6 * 4 h / 8760 h), the
result was 2.8 E-3 instead of 5.6 E-3 that was used in the analysis. Where does the difference come
from?

b)

Knowing the importance of the RP sets being in test (in 9 of the necessary RP signals the contribution
of the test is at least 70 %, in 3 of them it is 80 % or higher), there is no doubt about that changing
the test strategy will increase the reliability of the signal system.

c)

Unfortunately a possible increase of test intervals might lead to an increase of the importance of some
of the relays, because all actuations have to pass a 4 out of 4 logic to initiate an action. Moreover, if
one of the relays KF1.1 and KF1.2 fails and the other set is in test position, both actuations from the
measurement device and from the URV unit to the CRDM can't pass. So, being in test, a single
failure of a couple of relays (incl. the manual packet switch) will directly lead to the failure of the
scram signal.

This kind of recommendations seems not to be valid for the ESFAS system. In the mechanical part of the fault
trees the components pumps, diesel generators, or valves are dominating the final result.
Please give a statement to the items b) and c).

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-013
Name:

a)

The average time for test of 4 h is based on the information from plant staff and covers only test
activities (without repair and maintenance). The used probability of 5,6 E-3 is based on the VUJE
database and includes everything.

b)

We agree with this comment.
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c)

We agree with this comment.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-013

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Although not knowing what "everything" means in the answer No. 1, all 3 answers are accepted.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
No recommendation
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
No importance
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Issue Number:
PSA Area Nos.:

RMZ-014
A21, A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Data concerning the initiating event and consequences after a loss of the main grid:
a)

Event tree "LEG Loss of export to grid"
The failure probability for failure of both turbogenerators to reduce power to house load of 2.7 E-4
is too small. Compared to other PSAs and operational experience a figure between 0,3 and 0,05 would
be acceptable.
In the main report the sequence after the initiating event seems to be described in a correct way, that
means that after a potential failure of the TGs to reduce power to house load, the 220 kV reserve line
could be connected. This is not modelled in the event tree.

b)

Event tree "LOP Loss of offsite power"
The frequency for the initiating event of 1 E-4 is too small. Compared to other PSAs and operational
experience a figure between 0,1 and 0,01 would be acceptable.

List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please give statements to the above mentioned issues.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

a)

Issue No.: RMZ-014
Name:

We will consider to change the failure probability of TG power reduction to self consumption level.
In case of LEG, the 220 kV reserve line is included in the model. The 6 kV buses have two power
sources: the 220 kV line and the DGs. The 400 kV line is lost due to the initiating event.

b)

We will consider to change the initiating event frequency for LOP.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-014

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
All answers are accepted. The misunderstanding related to the reserve line came up, because the main report
describes an event tree, but the analysis models this additional power source in the fault trees.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
An update for the above mentioned failure probability and initiating event frequency, respectively, should be
incorporated in the next revision.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
An increase of the failure probability and initiating event frequency, respectively, will directly lead to a higher
importance of these transients. More care should be taken, when incorporating generic values without
considering plant specific issues.
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Issue Number : RMZ-015
PSA Area Nos.: A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info
Modelling of the signals to start the diesel generator:
Although the basic schemes are not available for the review it seems that at least the bistable instrument that
detects the limit value for low voltage is missing.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Is there a reason for omitting this equipment?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.:RMZ-015
Name:

The detection of low voltage on the 6 kV buses is modelled in the PSA model for the IE "Loss of offsite
power". A very detailed fault tree of the automatics of section breakers is given in the model, where this
function (low voltage detection) is performed.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-015

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
The written answer does not completely resolve the question. After discussion it became obvious, that the
bistable instrument for detecting low voltage ( < 0,7 • rated voltage) is not explicitly modelled, but the failure
probability is included in other basic events.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
There is no obvious reason for leaving out explicit modelling of these bistable instruments, because all other
signal devices for actuation of the ESFAS are included in the model.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
It seems to be only a matter of consistency.
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Issue Number : RMZ-016
PSA Area Nos.: All

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the fault trees there is no dependency modelled between the batteries and the loss of supply for emergency
bus bars after a loss of offsite power. The only power source soon after a loss of house load supply are the
batteries. Therefore, the failure of power supply from the batteries must lead directly to the TOP-gate due to
at least failure of all automatic actuation. In the fault tree model there are only independent basic events
representing failure of power supply, or batteries are combined with another source which cannot be available
at this sequence.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Explain the reason for leaving out the above mentioned dependency.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue N0..RMZ-OI6
Name:

See RMZ-004

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: RMZ-016

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Reference to Issue RMZ-004 is correct.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
See RMZ-004.
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
See RMZ-004.
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Issue Number: JH-001
PSA Area Nos.: A08

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The nuclear regulatory authority of the Slovak Republic (NRA) requires to carry out the PSA study in
compliance with the written quality assurance (QA) procedures approved by the contractor, utility and regulatory
body as well.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
Please, give references on the QA procedures used.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.:
JH-001
Name: Relko

QA procedures are being developed in both companies (VUJE and RELKO) on the basis of the standard ISO
9000. For this PSA study the QA procedures guide developed for the VI PSA study was used.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JH-001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolved
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue Number: JH-002
PSA Area Nos.: A02

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The nuclear regulatory authority requires to perform an analysis of aircraft crash as part of the PSA. This
analysis is not included in the submitted PSA study.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue

Why?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JH-002
Name: Relko

In the contract to perform the PSA study, internal initiators (LOCAs and transients) and internal flood and
fire were defined as initiators. Aircraft crash was not included.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JH-002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Aircraft crash is considered as an important part of the external events. It is recommended to perform the
probabilistic aircraft crash analysis for the Bohunice V2 plant.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue Number : JH-003
PSA Area Nos.: A14

Statement of Issue or Background Info
In the submitted PSA study the actuation of the reactor control rods by the HO-1 and HO-2 signals from the
reactor protection system is considered. This assumption might not be in compliance with the IAEA guideline
for accident analyses for WWER plants which requires to consider HO-1 signals only.
List of Questions arising out of this Issue
What is the impact on CDF of considering the HO-2 signals if compared to neglecting them?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JH-003
Name: Relko

The IAEA guide for accident analysis assumes a deterministic approach to nuclear safety. In the PSA study a
probabilistic approach is used. In the RPS reliability analysis both the HOI and HO2 signals are considered.
The reason was to identify for a given initiating event all potentially available redundant signals and to estimate
as correct as possible the probability of failure of reactor scram. The HO2 signals are considered as redundant
signals to the HOI signals and in all cases reduce the RPS signal failure probabilities. In general the HOI signal
failure probabilities are less than 10"4. In case of the HO2 signals this value is about 10"2.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JH-003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
Resolved
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue Number: JH-004
PSA Area Nos.: A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info
The main steam lines, main feedwater lines, SG relief valves, air operated valves and the steam dump stations
to the atmosphere are located in the intermediate building on the elevation +14.7 m. Located below this floor
are the electrical systems.
list of Questions arising out of this Issue
What are the basic assumptions for the modelling of floods and high energy pipe breaks in the intermediate
building? Is the above mentioned floor water tight? Is the electrical equipment (motors, cables, sensors) qualified
for post accident conditions (100% humidity, high temperature, water drops on the surfaces, etc.)? Is pipe whip
which could affect the nearby equipment considered in the PSA study? Were water sprays and steam jets ejected
from broken pipes taken into account? Not considering the phenomena mentioned above could lead to
underestimation of the CDF value and, moreover, could change the importance of main contributors to the CDF
value.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE - BOHUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JH-004
Name: Relko

This problem exists in case of the initiating event "feed water header rupture" (floor + 14,7m). Following this
event high quantities of water and steam will be released into the turbine hall. It is assumed that the rooms
located on the floor + 10,5m will not be flooded by the event because the floor on + 14,7m is water tight (the
destruction of the floor is not considered following this initiating event). There is some probability of loss of
motor operated valve functions (to change position) located on the emergency feedwater header and the loss of
control for quick acting valves of the steam lines and steam header, etc. In the most pessimistic case when the
main feedwater header and the emergency feedwater header are defective (no feedwater supply to SGs) cooling
down of the reactor can be performed using feed and bleed operation.
In our opinion more detailed analysis is needed to clarify the possibility of steam line ruptures following the
above mentioned initiating event. On the basis of this analysis the PSA model would be modified. According
to the results of the present model the feedwater header rupture is not a dominant contribution to risk.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - B0HUNICE-V2

Issue No.: JH-004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers
It is recommended to perform a detailed impact analysis for this room to clarify effects of the pipe ruptures.
The flood analysis should consider the possible pipe interactions as well as the post accident atmospheric
conditions.
Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)
Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

